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LET TER FROM HEAD OF SCHOOL  
CHRIS BENBOW ’90

Many memories from my time as a Westtown student have been overwritten, 
palimpsest-like, by my intervening years in this community. So I’m often left 
with a profound sense of the impact of my experience, without remembering too 
many of the details.

My Westtown education helped me see the enormous potential of community 
and develop a deep commitment to integrity. It informed my belief that there is 
that of God in everyone and that it is my responsibility to seek that out both in 
others and in myself. I know Westtown helped me learn not only to work hard, 
but also to work hardest at the things that mattered most to me–and to do that, 
I first had to discern for myself what those things were. These are some of the 
reasons I am grateful both to live and work in this community today and for the 
opportunity both my children have to create their own Westtown experiences.

But in addition to these general takeaways, when I look closely at the evidence, 
I realize that more influential specifics from my formative years remain than  
I might often notice. My English classes with Terry Woods, Kevin Gallagher, and 
Tom Woodward helped me learn to love not just reading, but also language,  
critical thinking, and writing. The opportunity as a junior and senior to vol-
unteer regularly in Janny Sterrett’s first grade classroom–and my subsequent 
Senior Project in an elementary school near home–helped me imagine myself 
as an educator. I read about the fall of the Berlin Wall in the newspaper at the 
table near the enormous globe in the front of the library while simultaneously 
learning about the Russian Revolution in my history class right down the hall. 
Suddenly, the throughline connecting past and present was obvious in a way that 
allowed me to begin seeing it everywhere and, years later, allowed it to inform 
my own teaching. As a prefect, a Stone House proctor, and a captain of athletic 
teams, I began to develop my own conception of service and leadership without 
realizing that’s what I’d been doing until years later.

In this light, perhaps my becoming an English teacher and school leader 
shouldn’t surprise me, but it still does a little. Many of the paths we’ve taken 
from student to adult can seem deceptively straightforward now, even inev-
itable, but that’s often just hindsight talking. It’s almost always less tidy and 
more interesting when we’re living it forward. So as you read this issue of The 
Westonian and learn about some of our fellow alums’ journeys from their days 
on campus throughout their lives since, please take a moment to reflect on your 
own. I hope you will join me, too, in being inspired by the powerful, mission- 
aligned work this generation of Westtown adults are engaged in as we support 
our current students in the early days of their own unfolding journeys.  

Dear Friends

“ Many of the paths we’ve 
taken from student to  
adult can seem deceptively 
straightforward now, even 
inevitable, but that’s often 
just hindsight talking.  
It’s almost always less tidy 
and more interesting when 
we’re living it forward. ”
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News from  
Around ’Town

Diwali  
Celebration.  
See page 10.
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Virtual Host
EQUITY & ACCESS CONFERENCE 
AND COLLEGE FAIR 

Since 2005, Westtown has hosted the 
biennial access, equity, and inclusion 
program called the Independent School 
Multicultural Conference and College 
Fair on its campus. Westtown took the 
best of its in-person program to cre-
ate a virtual program, and changed its 
name to reflect the mission of the event. 
The 2021 Westtown Independent School 
Equity & Access Conference and College 
Fair partnered with StriveScan to host a 
variety of panel presentations, student-led 
discussions, and a virtual college fair on 
Saturday, November 13, 2021. There was no 
charge for high school students, parents, 
guardians, or high school/communi-
ty-based-organizations (CBOs). 

The morning started with the keynote 
address by Dr. T. J. Snowden, Director of 
Admissions at Recruitment at Morehouse 
College, and a lively conversation fa-
cilitated by Veda Robinson, Westtown’s 
Upper School Principal. There were 671 
participants from around the world who 
attended this virtual program. Some of the 
independent schools in attendance were 
the African Leadership Academy in South 
Africa; Cathedral Catholic High School 
in San Diego, California;  Church Farm 
School in Exton, Pennsylvania; United 
World College — Dover in Singapore; and 
Catlin Gabel School in Portland, Oregon. 

The program also featured panels led 
by Westtown alums and students. Special 
thanks to the young alums who hosted the 
“Beyond Westtown: What’s College Really 
Like?” session: Kavi Gandhi ’21, Anna Li ’20, 
Mia Melendez-Ruiz ’21, Mustafa Shabazz ’17, 
Lindsey Turner ’21, Enoch Wang ’20, and 
Jaydn Williams ’21. 

The next conference is planned for  
the fall of 2023. We hope the 2023 
Independent School Equity & Access 
Conference and College Fair will be in 
person on our campus! 

LOWER SCHOOL  
Mask  
Parade 
Masks have been created and worn as expressions of art throughout history 
and across cultures, from Kabuki dancers in Japan to Taino Vejigante 
masks at Carnival. Different cultures have different reasons and occasions 
for creating and wearing masks. The Chinese Dragon Dance brings good 
luck at New Years, the Mexican Day of the Dead festival connects ancestors 
on All Souls Day, while the Yoruba Masquerade in Nigeria might be worn to 
ensure an abundance at harvest.

In Lower School during art classes, students have been designing, 
creating, and animating masks for over forty years! Teacher Jeff Waring 
inherited the Halloween Mask Parade upon his arrival in 1991, and has 
worked with several visiting artists to develop themes and forms. When 
the school expanded in 2002, Teacher Jeanne Watson-Smith, now retired, 
came aboard and added her mark on the evolving art show on sneakers, 
and now Teacher Kelly Nicholson has  joined in the creative fun. While our 
parade coincides with Halloween, it is more than just a spooky surprise. 
Our parade presents creative interpretations from a spectrum of inspira-
tion, from tiny bugs to imaginary aliens. It is an occasion to celebrate the 
diversity of our planet and the creativity within each of us.  
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Activities and events centered around 
our anti-bias, anti-racist (ABAR) and 
diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) 
work continue. Most recently, all faculty 
and staff engaged in professional devel-
opment during our in-service day with 
Dr. Liza Talusan, who is serving as our 
DEI consultant this year. Dr. Talusan is 
an educator, strategic change partner, 
leader, writer, leadership coach, and 
parent. With over 25 years of experi-
ence in PreK-20 education, strategic 
leadership, and organizational change, 
Liza is an engaging facilitator in con-
versations about diversity, anti-racism, 
bias, privilege, and power, and creates 
environments that allow for people to 
build skills for difficult conversations. 
The in-service day included the first 
of three workshops that Dr. Talusan 
will offer faculty and staff. Part one 
of this series, entitled Engaging in 
Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion for 
Organizational Change, introduced tools 
for the “Identity-Conscious Educator.” 
These tools included how to get conver-
sations started, how to use Singleton’s 
Courageous Conversation Protocol, and 
establishing clear definitions of diversity, 
inclusion, equity, and justice. The work-
shop led to productive small-group con-
versations. Additionally, the in-service 
day began with an all-employee work-
shop led by the Quaker Life Committee 
which provided ongoing education about 
Quakerism, and concluded with divi-
sional workshops focused on student 
learning and wellbeing. 

Kelly Yiadom, Lower and Middle 
School Equity and Inclusion Coordinator, 
has provided a variety of learning 
opportunities for students, teachers, and 
parents to deepen engagement in this 
work. Throughout the fall, Kelly focused 
on strengthening students’ knowledge of 

other cultures and identities, and offered 
opportunities and affinity groups for 
students to explore their own. Kelly has 
also met with parents to discuss her role 
and to encourage both alignment with 
Westtown’s ABAR/DEI vision and goals, 
and to explore how parents can support 
moving toward these goals. As she shared 
in her most recent newsletter, “I had 
the pleasure of speaking with parents 
at October’s Lower and Middle School 
Parents’ Council meetings. During my 
time with parents, I shared that an 
integral part of my role is supporting the 
Westtown Village: parents/guardians, 
faculty/staff, and students. I also noted 
how important it is to have parents 
aligned with our anti-racist and anti-bias 
(ABAR) vision and DEI focus in order for 
this work to be meaningful and holisti-
cally impactful. Parents posed questions 
and engaged in a call to action, ‘What is 
one goal to which you can commit that 
will further support ABAR/DEI work at 
Westtown?’ We ended our sessions with 
an affirmation as a reminder to take this 
work forward.”

In the Upper School, activities,  
initiatives, affinity groups, and  
conversations abound. New this year 
was the addition of a special orientation 
session for 9th graders who identify  
as Black, Indigenous, and People of 
Color (BIPOC). At the beginning of the 
year, Westtown hosted the first-ever 9th 
Grade BIPOC Summer Camp for both  
9th graders new to Westtown and 
those rising from our Middle School. 
Conceived of and designed by Dean of 
Access and Equity Jay Farrow, Equity 
and Inclusion Specialist Marissa 
Colston, and Upper School Diversity 
Coordinator Celeste Payne, this summer 
camp experience took place prior to the 
opening of school and other new student 

orientation activities over the course of 
four days and three nights. The camp 
comprised 20 interactive sessions that 
covered topics like academics, residen-
tial life, co-curriculars, and community. 
Older BIPOC students served as mentors 
and helped facilitate the sessions. Farrow 
says, “The purpose of camp was to 
present ninth grade BIPOC students with 
opportunities to develop a genuine sense 
of belonging and to build strong rela-
tionships with each other, as a cohort, 
and with key staff and faculty before 
the official start of school. We sought to 
introduce them to multiple areas of the 
Westtown School program, its inten-
tional community, this gorgeous campus, 
and resources and activities in the sur-
rounding area…There was emphasis on 
them finding, sharing, and sharpening 
their voices and them taking ownership 
of their Westtown experience.”  

ABAR/DEI UPDATE

Continuing Action

For more updates, visit  
www.westtown.edu/ 
our-purpose/abar
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Living Legacy
COPE ENVIRONMENTAL CENTER RECEIVES 
LIVING BUILDING CERTIFICATION

Congratulations are in order for the Cope family,  
generations of whom are Westonians. Founded by  
James B. ’39 and Helen Cope along with longtime family 
friend Francis Parks in 1992, the Cope Environmental 
Center’s Environmental Education building has received 
Living Building certification from the International Living 
Future Institute. The Institute describes living buildings as 
“regenerative buildings that connect occupants to light, air, 
food, nature, and community; self-sufficient and remain 
within the resource limits of their site; and, create a posi-
tive impact on the human and natural systems that interact 
with them.” Located in Centerville, Indiana, the Cope 
Environmental Center building is just the 29th building in 
the world to be granted this special and rare certification. 
The Cope Environmental Center and it’s Living Building 
Certification are the legacy of a couple who devoted their 
lives to environmentalism. 

All of Jim’s and Helen’s children were involved in this 
project from the beginning: June Cope Chidester ’65, Ed 
Cope ’66, Trish Cope ’73, Marianne Cope ’67, and Marie 
Cope Nicholson ’72. Marie shares, “We are so excited 
about the whole project and want to spread the news!” She 
adds that another Westtown alum is familiar with Living 
Buildings as well — Peter Doo ’71, a LEED architect who 
won a Living Futures Hero Award in 2016 [see page 20]. 
“We spoke with Peter at the very beginning [of this project] 
when we first learned of Living Buildings.” Ed reflects, “It 
was such an honor and a great motivator to work on this big 
idea, which could not have happened without my parents’ 
original big idea to start an environmental center 30 years 
ago.” Once again, we share our congratulations with the 
Cope family on this incredible and important achievement! 
Visit: www.copeenvironmental.org to learn more about the 
center and its distinguishing features.

DEDICATION FOR PAT SEAGERS 
Pat Seagers, former Health Center Head Nurse, retired in 1996 
after caring for Westtown students for more than 20 years. Pat 
was honored on October 23, when friends and family joined her 
on campus for a plaque dedication. The plaque was installed in 
the waiting room of the Health Center, which used to be Pat’s 
office. This plaque honors Pat’s devotion and dedication to the 
health and well-being of generations of Westonians. From the 
bottom of our hearts, we thank you, Pat! 

BRING THE 
ARCHIVES HOME 
Westtown School has 
proudly partnered with 
the Lodestone Collective 
to offer a special col-
lection of textile prod-
ucts. Inspiration for 
these products came 
from items in Westtown 
School’s Archives, which holds an 
impressive collection of manuscripts, 
photographs, rare books, maps and 
plans, artwork and furniture, and 
important artifacts — including textiles 
— from its earliest days. See these 
samples here, and visit their website to 
order! A portion of the proceeds of the 
sale of these items support Westtown 
School’s programs.
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Back in Action
One of the pillars of our Strategic Vision 
is Environment Illuminated. To continue 
our crucial work in this area, Westtown has 
engaged with Boyer Sudduth Environmental 
Consultants to review our sustainability goals 
and vision. One of their recommendations was 
to reassemble the Sustainability Committee. 
This committee — comprising administrators, 
faculty, staff, and students — has been 
reconvened and meets monthly. At their kickoff 
meeting in October, they discerned their charge: 

The Sustainability Committee shall advise  
the school on matters related to campus-wide 
sustainability and environmental issues and 
work with faculty, staff, administration, and 
students to develop policies and practices  
that promote an equitable reduction of resource 
usage and create a culture of sustainability 
practices on campus. The Sustainability 
Committee shall additionally advise the  
school on creating educational events and 
addressing other issues on the campus that 
relate to sustainability.

The Committee’s first steps are to collect data/
conduct an audit, develop an action plan, 
review the sustainability mission statement, 
and monitor progress and results. Their 
broad goals are to reduce the campus carbon 
footprint, increase awareness of environmental 
issues, and to enact institutional and 
behavioral change toward these goals. Stay 
tuned for updates. 

Day of Service 
On October 13, while seniors were working on college applications and juniors 
were sitting for the PSAT and SATs, and 9th graders were doing team build-
ing exercises on the ropes course, 10th graders engaged in a day of service. 
Organized largely by Lara Freeman, Service Network Director and Religious 
Studies teacher, and 10th Grade Dean Jennifer Dorfman, service activities took 
place on and off campus and students could select their projects from a host of 
options. One group of students worked on a house with Habitat for Humanity. 
A large group of students took to the campus land farmed by Chester County 
Food Bank to help in harvesting produce. Other projects included: delivering 
food donations to City Team in Chester; volunteering at the Coatesville Pro-
Bono Counseling Center; cleaning up the tunnel on the farm; letter writing to 
local, state, and national representatives about areas of passion and concern; 
helping the Kitchen Staff prepare lunches; hosting a Staff Thank-You Party; 
writing letter to children at Nemours Alfred I. duPont Hospital; and, finally, 
writing KOBs to fellow 10th graders. At the end of the day, there was a Meeting 
for Sharing in the Meeting House during which students reflected upon and 
shared responses to their service experiences. 

HOW CAN WE BUILD  
GREENER CITIES?  
In teacher Natalie Cheung’s sixth-grade science 
class, students took on the role of urban 
planners that specialize in renewable energies. They explored the question:  
How can we build greener cities? In the culminating project, students applied 
their knowledge by designing renewable energy plans for different cities based 
on their climate data, location, and population. In addition to communicating 
their plans in writing, students also designed ad campaigns intended to 
convince residents of the city to invest in and support the switch to their 
renewable energy plan. These kinds of real-world, hands-on projects are 
hallmarks of Westtown’s inquiry-driven science program.
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This academic year, playwright 
Noelle Viñas wrote a new play 
that was premiered by Westtown’s 
Upper School Theater Department 
in the newly renovated Barton-Test 
Theater in January.

The Caretakers
MCCLEAR ARTIST IN RESIDENCE PLAYWRIGHT NOELLE VIÑAS PREMIERES PLAY AT WESTTOWN 

Viñas, a bilingual Uruguayan-
American playwright and former high 
school theater educator, currently re-
sides between Brooklyn and Los Angeles, 
where she’s a television writer for an 
upcoming series produced by Warner 
Bros. She is also a member of the NYC 
Latinx Playwrights Circle. 

Last spring, as a McLear Artist in 
Residence, Viñas interviewed stu-
dents, faculty, and parents to sense the 
zeitgeist of Westtown and to ideate an 
original play. While the new script is not 
directly based on Westtown School, it 
is inspired by the school community’s 
ideas and themes, and by brainstorming 
with students.  

Dress rehearsal  
for The Caretakers  
in the newly  
renovated theater
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Community-specific plays are key 
to Viñas’ approach as an artist. “In the 
future, after COVID-19, theater will be 
necessary because it will be hyper-local-
ly focused,” wrote Viñas in a 2020 essay 
“Loving Theatre in the Time of COVID-
19.” “In the optimal scenario, it will both 
entertain and serve the community.”

“One of my favorite things about the 
Westtown campus is that the theater is 
the next-door neighbor to the Meeting 
House,” said Teacher Alex Ates, Director 
of Theater. “Both buildings are places 
to be with, see, and hear each other. In 
commissioning a new play for our com-
munity, we use the stage to construct a 
journey that considers the topics of our 
time and the instincts of our students, 
teachers, and guardians.” 

The result of Viñas’ engagement 
was The Caretakers, a science-fiction 
climate play staged by the Upper School 
Theater Department with a company 
of 13 Upper School actors, two stage 
managers, one assistant director, and 
several student designers.  

Set in a future where society has 
succeeded in reversing the effects of 
human-made climate change, a com-
munity called The Caretakers lives in 
peace and isolation—except everything 
is decided by consensus (including oc-
cupations, partnerships, and resources) 
and one’s position in the community 
is determined by their functionality. 
When three teenagers from the past 
stumble into the future from a portal in 
an abandoned shelter, they must decide 
whether they must return to their 
own time or if they should stay in The 
Caretaker’s dystopian utopia. 

Viñas partnered with student actors 
to develop roles through the rehearsal 
process. “I’m a part of the original cast, 
which makes me feel important, 
and I like it,” said Solveig-
Michael Daniels ’23. “I also 
like working with the play-
wright and introducing 
new ideas. When a play is 
a work in progress, there 
are so many opportuni-
ties to explore.” Peishan 
Huang ’24 adds, “I value this 
great opportunity actually to 
be able to develop a new role by 
myself. It’s really fun, and it’s fascinat-
ing that I can work with the playwright 
and influence the play not from the 
perspective of an actor but a creator.”  

This residency was not the first time 
Viñas was on Westtown’s campus—she 
visited this school during the sum-
mer to include details of the school’s 

600-acre campus into 
the script. Details such 
as the campus’ sum-
mertime fireflies, the 
Meeting House, and a 

shed near North Woods 
are woven into the world of 

the play.
A graduate of Emerson College 

and Brooklyn College’s MFA Playwriting 
program, Viñas’ award-winning plays 
have been produced around the 
country. 

Although the public performances 
had to be canceled because of COVID 
concerns,  students presented the play 
at an invited workshop in January. 

“ I value this great 
opportunity actually to 
be able to develop a new 
role by myself. It’s really 
fun, and it’s fascinating 
that I can work with the 
playwright and influence 
the play not from the 
perspective of an actor 
but a creator.”  
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QUICK NOTES

PMEA DISTRICT HONORS
Four students [1] in the  
Upper School Instrumental 
Program auditioned for and 
were accepted to participate 
in the PA Music Educators 
Association (PMEA) District 
12 Honors Ensembles!  PMEA 
District 12 comprises Chester, 
Delaware, and Philadelphia 
counties and, due to a high 
concentration of talented 
musicians, auditions are 
extremely competitive. Our 
honored students are Milo 
Salvucci ’23 for percus-
sion in both Concert Band 
and Symphony Orchestra, 
Natalia Swiatek ’24 for bas-
soon in both Concert Band 
and Symphony Orchestra, 
Melanie Flynn ’23 for 
trombone in Concert Band, 
and Ella Cook ’24 for flute 
in Concert Band. In addition 
to their selection for District 
12 Honors Ensembles, all 
four are eligible for Region 6 
Festivals and All-State. 

ALUMS/COMMUNITY 
BASKETBALL GAME 
Thanks to all the alums and 
community members who 
came out to play (and watch!) 
the Alums/Community bas-
ketball game [2] in December! 
It was especially wonderful to 
welcome alums back to cam-
pus for this annual tradition. 

MID-AUTUMN 
CELEBRATION 
The Mid-Autumn Festival [3] 
is celebrated in many Asian 
countries and, as students 
leaders in our International 
Student Organization (ISO) 
reminded us, “It is an occa-
sion for family reunions and 
community unity.” There was 
a special dinner in the Dining 
Room to celebrate and the 
menu included mooncakes, 
which are an important part  
of the celebration in many 
cultures. The ISO made a 
video about the ways they  
celebrate Mid-Autumn 
Festival, and Middle School 

students in Kaiyao Ni’s 
Chinese class made moon-
cakes in celebration of the 
Mid-Autumn Festival. 

INDIGENOUS  
PEOPLES DINNER 
Just before the fall break, 
Upper School students  
enjoyed a special Community 
Dinner [4], an Indigenous 
Peoples/Thanksgiving 
Dinner “In celebration and 
Thanksgiving for the Land  
of the Original Peoples.”  
This was the first sit-down, 
family-style dinner in the 
Dining Room since February 
of 2020, and it was wonder-
ful to break bread and give 
thanks together once again. 
Kyren Lazore ’22, his mother, 
and his aunt joined our kitch-
en team to prepare delicious 
traditional Indigenous recipes 
like haudenosaunee corn 
soup, frybread, roasted chest-
nuts, among others. 

INTERNATIONAL 
FESTIVAL RETURNS 
The annual International 
Festival [5] was back in full 
swing this year! A celebration 
of the countries and cultures 
that make up our school 
community, the festival of-
fered delicious food, mem-
orabilia, cultural activities, 
and conversations about 
cultural heritage. New this 
year were “cultural stations” 
that were set up in Main Hall 
classrooms where students 
and adults could stop in to 
learn more and sample foods. 
Thanks to the International 
Student Organization 

student leaders, Assistant 
International Student 
Coordinator Bei Zhang, and 
the many students, families, 
and community members 
who participated in creating 
this rich and fun event! 

KUDOS TIMES TWO! 
Double congratulations are in 
order for Jake Richards ’22! 
Last year, Jake [6] was named 
one of the top clarinetists in 
the state of Pennsylvania as 
part of the All State Music 
Festival. This gave him the 
opportunity to, alongside all 
of the All State clarinetists in 
each of the other states, to 
audition for the All Nationals 
Ensembles. Jake auditioned 
this fall and was accepted into 
the All-National Concert Band 
making him one of the top 
high school clarinet players 
in the country. In addition to 
performing with Westtown 
School’s Jazz Ensemble 
and Symphonic Band, 
Jake plays with the presti-
gious Philadelphia Youth 
Orchestra. In addition, earlier 
this year Jake was named a 
National Merit Scholarship 
Semifinalist. 

ANOTHER  
TRADITION RETURNS
The annual Holiday 
Community Dinner for 
students resumed this year! 
Faculty and staff replace 
students on the set, serve, 
and wash work jobs so that 
students can fully enjoy  
their celebration. Hats off  
to our fabulous kitchen staff 
as well who provided a deli-
cious meal! 

DIWALI — CELEBRATING THE FESTIVAL OF LIGHTS 
Third grader teacher Vicki Shelter writes, “Shrinidhi 
Venkatakrishnan and Geet Sandhu taught second and third grad-
ers about Diwali and what the holiday means to them. Shrinidhi 
is Hindu and Geet is a Sikh, and they explained that Diwali means 
light over darkness. They shared their religious stories and how 
they celebrate Diwali. They set up tables in the Lower School 
lobby filled with artifacts such as clothing, food, diyas, spices, 
bracelets and more, and arranged tables so that they could each 
teach a lesson to their classmates. At one table, students colored 
in a premade rangoli that Shrinidhi and Geet designed. At the 
other table, the lesson was how to create a rangoli with different 
colored sands which were in shakers. After the activities were over, 
Geet and Shrinidhi gave each student a diya, which is a candle 
that symbolizes goodness, purity, and light, and a bindi for them 
to wear on their forehead. The girls did a fabulous job teaching 
and the second and third graders loved their lessons!” (See photo 
on page 3)
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Learn more  
about the Arts at  
www.westtown.edu/arts

The Arts Gallery
The visual and performing arts are a crucial part of the student 
experience, as are the spaces in which they develop as artists. 
Phase One of the Center for the Living Arts renovation, which 
included upgrades to studios, digital arts lab, and choral/
instrumental spaces, was completed last year. Phase Two, 
which focused on technical and aesthetic upgrades to the 
Barton-Test theater, was completed this fall. Pictured below: 
the new catwalk system; wall finishings that sharpen acoustics.
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See more sports  
updates online at  

www.westtown.edu/athletics

Fields & Courts
Seven seniors signed their National Letters of Intent to play their 
sports at the college level. Join us in congratulating these student- 
athletes! Pictured below, left to right: Zack Ouassil / Hampton 
University / Lacrosse; Jameel Brown / Pennsylvania State  
University / Basketball; Will Nagy / Amherst College / Cross  
Country; Carol Ulichney / Lafayette College / Volleyball;  
Helena Lasic / University of Pennsylvania / Basketball; Dereck  
Lively II / Duke University / Basketball; Diesel Schraufnagel /  
Wagner College / Lacrosse 
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Past is Prologue

ARCHIVAL PHOTO COURTESY OF MARY BROOKS, WESTTOWN SCHOOL ARCHIVES, 2022 PHOTO BY ED CUNICELLI

1942
Westtown instituted WORK DAYS  (not to be 
confused with Work Program) in 1942 during which 
classes were suspended for a half or full day and 
everyone headed out to harvest fall crops on the school 
farm. Corn was husked, and apples, potatoes, tomatoes 
and carrots were picked, pulled, and packed for winter. 
During this wartime era of labor shortages, similar 
assistance was often rendered to neighboring farms.
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2022 Today, the organic school farm is tended to 
full time by students under the leadership 
of Farm Manager Tim Mountz, Westtown’s 
Sustainable Agriculture Teacher, and 
student Farm Heads—this year Moussa 
Dibassy ’23 (left). This group works after 
school during the co-curricular period to 
seed, plant, cultivate, and harvest crops 
that are used in the Dining Room.  

Pictured here with Dibassy are Mallory Peters ’23, 
Charlotte Anstine ’25, and Josh Thangaraj ’23. The entire 
group of this year’s student farmers are pictured in the 
table of contents of this issue. 
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Chris Benbow ’90  
Named Head of School
Westtown School’s Board of Trustees appointed Chris  
Benbow ’90 Head of School. In a statement to the community 
on December 9, 2021, Martha Bryans ’68, Clerk of the Board of 
Trustees, and Luis Castillo ’80 and Elizabeth Osterman ’73, 
Co-Clerks of the Head of School Search Committee, shared,  
“We believe that Chris’s character, extensive experience in 
education, leadership skills, and profound commitment to  
our mission prepare him exceptionally well to be the next  
Head of School. 

“After extensive consideration of the school’s and our 
community’s needs, the committee entered into a period of 
discernment. In this process, the Search Committee focused on 
Quaker values, commitment to anti-bias, anti-racism (ABAR) 
and diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) work, financial 
acumen and fundraising skills, integrity and passion, the skills 
to unify, and the ability to drive our Strategic Vision forward.” 
Bryans adds, “In all of Chris’s professional work, he has demon-
strated leadership rooted in accessibility, thoughtfulness, and 
integrity, which he combines with a focused, mission-driven, 
and strategic approach. In his new role as Head of School, Chris 
will draw on these characteristics to guide Westtown as its 
evolution continues.” Benbow assumed the role of Head of 
School on January 1, 2022. 

Benbow is deeply thankful that the community has put its 
trust in him. He has outlined several immediate priorities for 
the school, among them are ensuring the financial health of the 
school; creating a profound experience of belonging for every 
community member; and, centering our work on a growing 
understanding of Westtown’s Quakerism. He emphasizes that 
his leadership will be marked by stewardship, integrity, trans-
formation and growth, and service; that he will be guided by our 
mission and values. He is profoundly committed to helping “our 
students discover their inherently unique and authentic ways of 
finding their way through this world,” and underscores that as 
individuals and a community we must continue to transform 
and grow in order to realize the goals of our vision and to uphold 
the values of our mission. As an alum, he also understands how 
much Westtown means to so many across the generations and 
across the globe and it is with this expansive, multi-faceted 
community in mind that he will lead, steward, and serve. “My 
enthusiasm for the opportunity to serve Westtown as Head of 
School is not just professional, it is also personal and spiritual,” 

says Benbow. “Though I have left and returned twice, Westtown 
School has remained an integral part of my life. Much has 
changed in the world–and at Westtown–since 1983, and the 
young people in our care today are in even greater need of the 
skills, habits of mind, and spiritual grounding that Westtown 
can offer. I have a deep understanding of the complex challenges 
that face our school, but, as long as we look deeply inward, listen 
actively to all that comes from the many corners of the room, 
and are open to being transformed by the Truth we discern,  
I know we are up to the challenges at hand.”

To assist Benbow’s adjustment to the headship, a Transition 
Committee has been appointed to guide Benbow at the outset  
of his tenure. Bryans notes, “The purpose of the Transition 
Committee is to ensure a smooth and impactful transition from 
the role of Interim Head to Head of School. By definition, the 
Head of School role is outwardly focused and in relationship 
with a broad community of alumni/ae/x, past parents, neigh-
bors, prospective students, other independent and Quaker 
schools, and other supporters of Westtown. The gravitational 
pull to focus inward on the campus-based school community  
is powerful at Westtown. And yet for the school to succeed in  
its ambitious plans—captured in the Strategic Vision and the 
emerging capital campaign, the Head of School needs to be  
out and about, telling our compelling story broadly.” The 
Transition Committee is co-clerked by Liz Osterman ’73  and 
Mich Canuso-Bedesem and includes: Anne Burns, Dean of 
Communications; Carolyn Hapeman, Dean of Finance and 
Operations; Bill Monahan, Middle School Faculty; Rebecca 
Rankin, Executive Assistant to the Head of School; Ellen 
Urbanski, Dean of Advancement; Kelly Yiadom, Lower and 
Middle School Equity and Inclusion Coordinator; and Bei 
Zhang, Chair, World Languages. 

We would like to thank the Head of School Search Committee 
members for their hard work and dedication to this process: 
Luis Castillo ’80, Co-Clerk, Trustee; Elizabeth Osterman ’73, 
Co-Clerk, Trustee; Karabi Acharya ’82, Associate Clerk,  
Westtown Alumni Association; Martha Bryans ’68, (ex officio) 
Clerk, Board of Trustees; Michele Canuso-Bedesem, Athletic 
Director; Bill Monahan, Middle School Faculty; Veda Robinson, 
Upper School Principal; Daryl Shore ’99, Trustee; Charlotte 
Triefus, Trustee; Nicole Vonnahme, Lower School Faculty; and, 
Max Yeh ’87, Trustee.  
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THE WA A BOARD

Reimagined 
The Westtown Alum(ni) Association Board of Managers is 
a group of committed individuals who strive to increase 
engagement among Westonians by cultivating lifelong 
relationships with current and future alums. As a dedicated 
partner and supporter of Westtown School, the WAA Board 
seeks to foster a spirit of engagement and philanthropy 
among Westonians. While there are 
countless ways that the WAA Board 
has engaged the Westtown commu-
nity over the years, one of the Board’s 
most ambitious initiatives is its newly 
established Mentorship Program, 
which launched in 2021. This pro-
gram’s goal is to cultivate mean-
ingful mentorship opportunities for 
both students and alums among 
Westtown’s global community in 
partnership with Westtown School.

This is an exciting new era for the 
WAA Board, and its members are 
confident that students and alums 
alike will be able to use this resource 
to gain insight and support from the 
Board as well as network with alums 
in various career fields. In addition 
to providing resources for the over-
all Westtown community, the WAA 
Board is proud to be able to provide 
additional mentorship opportuni-
ties to first-generation college Westonians who come from 
under-resourced communities. It is a priority of the Board to 
ensure that these students feel supported as they embark 
on their college careers or enter the workforce. 

If you would like to know more about mentorship or be a 
resource for students, please be in touch with Dina Schmidt 
at dina.p.schmidt@gmail.com or Karabi Acharya at karabi.
acharya@gmail.com.

WAA Board Members

Dina Patukas Schmidt ’84, 
Clerk 

Karabi Acharya ’82,  
Associate Clerk 

Bob Batley ’81 

Lisa Esposito ’04

Barry Hogenauer  ’73

Tracy Jackson ’83

Tim James ’63 

Rachna Kota ’15

Frances Miller ’09 

Kevin Moore ’79

Ted Moon ’73

Nate Mullen ’16

Harve Nichols ’84 

Alia Williams Ridley ’04 

Tom Rie ’63 

Anne Smith ’84 

Domi Waldron,  
Director of Alumni/ae/x 
Engagement/Staff Advisor 
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WESTTOWN SCHOOL

WHERE IDEALS  MEET OUTCOMES
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OUR MISSION STATEMENT,  carefully crafted to reflect the essence 
of this learning community, is the bedrock upon which a Westtown 
education is built. In January 2020, the Board of Trustees approved 
Lighting the Way, a Strategic Vision for the school. This new vision was 
conceived by the Strategic Vision Team, comprising trustees, the division 
principals, and several administrators. In addition to extensive research, 
this team’s process included many listening sessions with various 
constituents whose voices and experiences informed the discernment 
process and revealed unifying themes. Lighting the Way is grounded 
in Westtown’s history while focusing on institutional priorities for the 
future. It is an outgrowth of our mission and “builds on fundamental 
ideals of Friends education, centuries of spirit-led learning and growth, 
and our core Quaker calling to seek out and honor that of God in every 
person. [It] describes how we will further illuminate three vital parts of 
the Westtown experience: knowledge, community, and environment.” 

B Y  LY N E T T E  A S S A R S S O N ,  A D D I T I O N A L  C O N T R I B U T O R S  A S  N O T E D  /  P H O T O S  B Y  E D  C U N I C E L L I

GUIDED BY THE ESSENTIAL QUAKER CALLING TO 

SEEK OUT AND HONOR THAT OF GOD IN EACH 

OF US, WESTTOWN SCHOOL CHALLENGES ITS 

STUDENTS TO REALIZE THEIR INDIVIDUAL GIFTS 

WHILE LEARNING AND LIVING TOGETHER IN A 

DIVERSE COMMUNITY. WESTTOWN INSPIRES 

AND PREPARES ITS GRADUATES TO BE STEWARDS 

AND LEADERS OF A BETTER WORLD.
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The Strategic Vision posits that 
Westtown graduates are and will be 
prepared for and thrive in a world 
characterized by technological and social 
change; that they are equipped with 
critical thinking and communication 
skills; that they are empowered to be 
leaders of a just and compassionate 
future; that they will be stewards of the 
natural world; and that their lives will 
be ones of meaning and purpose. The 
Vision also describes, among many 
things, the institutional ambitions of 
modeling sustainable environmental 
practices and education, and nourishing 
a truly inclusive, antiracist community of 
belonging. 

Together, our mission and vision 
encapsulate who we have been, describe 
who we are, and articulate what we 
strive to be. These words are important; 
mission and vision statements are 
important. They synthesize the goals 
and aspirations of an institution. They 
serve as guideposts for the individuals 
invested in them. At Westtown, they are 
foundational to how we design curricula 
and how we create and foster community. 
Yet, in the end, they are merely words. 
They come to life within the human 
beings who exemplify them. 

These statements give way to 
questions: How do we live out our 
mission and vision in the classroom and 
in community? How are our graduates 
inspired and guided by them? Are our 
graduates leaders and stewards of a better 
world?  It is the people — Westonians — 
who give these words meaning, who test 
their authenticity, who are the markers 
of their truths. We’d like to introduce you 
to just a few of them. 

PETER DOO ’71
All of us knew Peter Doo was going to be 
an amazing architect. Junior year, we’d 
see him daily in the studio of the newly 
built arts center, with an Exacto knife 
and metal ruler, cutting foam board for 
an impressive scale model of a school 
he had designed for a Philadelphia 
area design competition for high 

school students. Westtown gave him 
the green light to spend afternoons on 
the model, and the experience proved 
to be foundational. Garnering fifth 
place, the model was displayed in the 
Wannamaker’s Center City storefront 
window before eventually being 
displayed in the Arts Center lobby for 
the school community to admire. “I 
felt at Westtown that if I really wanted 
to pursue something, there was never 
anything stopping me.”

Peter arrived at Westtown with dual 
leanings in art and math, despite a 
transcript that didn’t fully reflect his 
ability. “Tell me about this D in Algebra II, 
Peter,” he recalled Admissions Director 
Kirk Russell asking him during his 
interview. “Bad teacher,” Peter replied. 

“She assigned every problem in the book, 
and I would do the first and the last, and 
if I had no issues, I didn’t do the rest.” 
So he repeated Algebra II at Westtown, 
took Trigonometry at the same time, 
and thrived in both, giving credit to the 
inspired teaching of Charley Brown. 
With added encouragement from art 
teacher Warren Krebs, Peter’s interest 
in architecture crystalized. After 
graduating from Westtown, he enrolled 
in Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute’s 
five-year architecture program. A 
successful career followed including 
the design of Balderston Commons 
at Westtown. Balderston Commons, 
designed in 2000, includes an energy 
efficient geo-exchange heating system, 
natural daylighting and attention to 
material selections including 
the pseudo-slate roof made 
of recycled rubber.  

A strong shift towards 
sustainable design came 
in 2007 when Peter won 
the commission to design 
a new building for the 
Friends Community School 
in College Park Maryland. At the 
same time, as founder and chair of  
the US Green Building Council Maryland 
Chapter, Peter had arranged a tour  
of a straw bale house for the chapter,  
and invited the school’s building 

committee to come along. The 
committee asked the next week, “Can  

we do a straw bale school?” 
Why not? was the answer, 
even though he had never 

designed for straw bale 
construction before. As 
Peter put it, “Westtown 
provided me with an 

ethical and moral compass 
for the way I operate in the 

world,” and taught him “not 
to be boxed in. When new things 

are introduced to me, if it makes sense 
to me, I’m not afraid of it. Let’s do it.” The 
26,000 square-foot school he designed 
was the largest single-phase straw bale 
project in the country. 
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That same year, he fully transitioned 
from traditional architecture to found 
his own company, Doo Consulting 
LLC, which has evolved to focus largely 
on supporting projects pursuing 
sustainability certification. When 
Peter heard about the Living Building 
Challenge (LBC) at the US Green 
Building Council’s annual conference, 
it caught his attention. The next 
wave beyond LEED and net-zero 
buildings, Living Buildings actually 
enhance ecosystem health. He took 
up the challenge in serving as LBC 
consultant for the Gaddy residence, a 
certified Living Building in Clarksville, 
MD. “I realized there was so much that 
architecture could do to redefine the 

“ WE NEED TO FOCUS ON THE RESILIENCY OF 
BUILDINGS AND COMMUNITIES ON THE ONE 
HAND, WHILE DOING WHAT WE CAN DO TO 
MITIGATE CLIMATE CHANGE ON THE OTHER. IT’S 
FASCINATING AND IMPORTANT WORK. I CAN’T 
THINK OF A BETTER WAY TO SPEND MY TIME.” 
 

PETER DOO ’ 7 1
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built environment.” He and his wife 
Lorraine, his partner at Doo Consulting, 
were jointly recognized as Living 
Future Heroes in 2016 for championing 
regenerative design and sharing their 
vision with peers.

So where has Peter’s moral and ethical 
compass led him? Since its founding, 
Doo Consulting has supported over 200 
projects, often juggling 50-plus at a time 
at various stages of development. He 
is creating a sustainability plan for the 
Maryland Zoo and recently consulted 
on two net-zero public schools which 
generate as much energy as they use, 
and cost no more than conventional 
schools. At Towson University, he 
is consulting on a building with a 
projected 50-year lifespan, so it needs 
to be designed to handle temperatures 
more like Atlanta’s than Baltimore’s due 
to climate change. 

“We need to focus on the resiliency 
of buildings and communities on the 
one hand, while doing what we can 
do to mitigate climate change, on the 
other,” he explains. “It’s fascinating and 
important work. I can’t think of a better 
way to spend my time.”   
 —Judy Nicholson Asselin ’71

CHRIS COSTA
If you see Chris Costa on campus, she 
might coast by you on her sticker-
covered bike, issuing a warm greeting 
with a broad smile. If you stop to chat, 
she’ll tell you she’s on her way to lead 
a group of Primary Circle students on 
an adventure. Where to? you might 
ask, knowing that the location of their 
excursions varies each time they venture 
out as part of the Lower School’s place-
based science curriculum. Today she and 
her students are on a mission to extract 
sap from the many maple trees around 
campus. “It’s amazing what you can 
notice and learn when you pay attention 
to nature’s profound rhythms,” she says 
as she sets off to collect the buckets they 
will need for their endeavor. Later in the 
year, she’ll be working on Middle School 
canoe prep in anticipation of one of the 

division’s annual adventures. It’s a heavy 
lift — both literally and figuratively 

— requiring thousands of pounds of 
equipment in support of each 
grade’s excursion. But she’s not 
alone. She’s supported by 
enthusiastic eighth graders 
hauling canoes, tents, 
coolers, and paddles.

The Middle School 
canoe expedition program 
is scaffolded, meaning 
the duration, difficulty, 
and distance increase each 
year. First, each grade practices 
foundational skills on the school’s 
14-acre lake; they learn technique and 
safety as their comfort and skills grow. 
The program starts with an overnight 
trip in sixth grade, an opportunity for 
classmates to bond over the unique 
experience of paddling and hiking 
together in an unfamiliar setting. For 
some students, this is second nature 
and for others, it may be a stretch 
outside their comfort zones. Costa 
and the team of Middle School faculty 
who accompany them are prepared to 
support all ranges of experience and 
delight in the exuberance of students 
trying something new. The program 
builds into a more remote overnight 
excursion for seventh graders and then 
a larger multi-day program for the 
eighth graders. During their adventures, 
they’re learning everything from ethical 
land stewardship (using Leave no 
Trace principles) to technical skills, to 
community building and the capacity 
to work together as a group. Almost 
predictably, at the end of each trip, the 
students return to Westtown tired, a 
little dirty, and a lot closer as a grade.

Costa might also talk to you about 
ropes, but not in the conventional sense 
that you’d expect from an outdoor 
educator. Sure, she has hiking and 
climbing experiences planned with 
the Upper School Outdoor Leadership 
program, a co-curricular at Westtown, 
but her ’ropes’ are metaphorical and 
the explanation is equal parts logic 
and magic. She believes that each time 

you have an interaction with the land, 
you create a little thread of connection 
between yourself and your environment. 

And when Westtown’s students have 
the opportunity to connect 

in an unfamiliar space — 
maybe to retrieve an errant 
paddle, or to encourage a 
weary classmate to keep 
going to the summit, or 

to learn about the way 
the ecosystem functions 

— there is an opportunity to 
create a new thread as well. Costa 

theorizes, “As you continue to have these 
experiences in nature, you are building 
more and more threads that grow into 
a bit of string.” The fifth grade might 
adventure onto a hike to Westtown’s 
Elephant Rock. On their way, they’ll take 
part in a naturalist walk, paying close 
attention to the flora and fauna they 
encounter on their journey. They’ll talk 
about the history of the land and then 
they might build a fire, similar to the way 
13-year-old Brian Robeson did in Gary 
Paulsen’s Hatchet, a text they have just 
finished reading in the classroom. The 
strengthening of the thread is almost 
imperceptible, except for the fact that 
at the dinner table maybe one student 
tells their family that they want to go on 
a hike over the weekend, another eagerly 
points out a tree in their backyard that’s 
similar to the one they passed on their 
walk, or another chooses playtime in the 
school’s arboretum for recess instead of 
selecting pajama day on their birthday 
(the birthday student is given the 
choice for the day and this is a frequent 
outcome).

As these experiences continue in 
Middle and Upper School, the string 
grows stronger, fortified by the many 
excursions exploring our campus and by 
the sense of accomplishment that comes 
from trying and learning something 
new. Over time, these strings thicken 
to become a rope. These experiences 
connect our students to nature, help 
them learn to be stewards of Earth, and 
utilize our rich outdoor learning spaces. 
This is at the heart of Costa’s work, and 
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one of the main pillars of Environment, 
Illuminated, our Strategic Vision.  

Students see benefits of a connection 
to the land outside of the classroom, 
too. Costa explains, “I had a student 
who was really challenged by anxiety 
and felt very overwhelmed with the 
general pace of life. They came to 
Outdoor Leadership one season ’just to 
try it.’ They said, ’I feel so much more 
relaxed when I’m here! I feel so much 
more connected to myself and other 
people when I’m outside. I feel like there 
is space held for me in a different way.’ 
Over time, that continued to be a regular 
opportunity for them to engage in that 
space and then they could transfer some 
of that learning into asking, How can I 
find space and balance for myself in other 
ways? How can I transfer this feeling 
into other areas of my life?” Costa has 
seen that opening and courage to try 
something new create the opportunity 
for “transformation through a 
connection with the greater universe, 
self, and others,” time and time again. 

The process of self-reflection that 
occurs in nature allows for enormous 
growth. “This work — connecting with 
the land, exploring the outdoors, and 
spending intentional time in nature — 
is all a vehicle for self-discovery,” she 
concludes. “Who am I? How do I engage 
with people and how do I engage with 
this land? Am I taking care of myself? 
What is my responsibility?” These 
seem like heavy existential questions, 
and they could be, but the process 
of inquiry starts gently and can be 
explained through her work with our 
PreK and Kindergarten students. “We 
start with our senses. It seems basic, 
but they are always with us and tuning 
into our awareness can have profound 
effects. We ask students questions 
like, ’What’s the furthest sound you 
can hear?,’ or ’What do you see and 
smell?’ And through those exercises, 
we strengthen their observation 
muscles — there’s a lot that otherwise 
gets missed. Because their senses are 
alive and stimulated, their curiosity is 
piqued and they’re totally engaged in 

the place, the learning, the discovery, 
and the sharing with each other. That is 
what it’s all about. By doing this critical, 
foundational work, we are developing 
stewards of a better world in a way 
that will undoubtedly extend beyond 
Westtown’s campus for a lifetime.”  
 —Anne Burns 

TODD ROBERTS ’14
You could say that science and 
technology are in Todd Roberts’ blood. 
His father, alum David Roberts ’84, is 
an aerospace engineer, after all. And, 
Roberts says, he and his sister, Madeline 

’16, were “spoon fed STEM” from a young 
age. Still, he has carved his own path, 
one that has led him to co-founding 
the Assistive Technology Development 
Company (ATDev). Assistive technology 
is a device, piece of equipment, or system 
that is modified or created to increase 
the functional capabilities of those 
with disabilities or injuries. The team at 
ATDev —comprising engineers, medical 
device experts, and entrepreneurs 

— focuses on “reimagining physical 
therapy through robotics and telehealth 
to transform access to care and tracking 
of patient outcomes.” Their first 
product, Rehab Robo, is a mechanical 
stretching and strengthening 
device that attaches to the 
body, an “assistive brace 
for guided therapy.” 
Roberts says the device 
serves as an adjunct to 
physical therapy and can 
provide comprehensive 
rehabilitation following 
surgeries, stroke, sports 
injuries, and for contracture 
management in those with 
neuromuscular diseases.

Long before Roberts arrived at this 
moment in his career, the seeds of 
inspiration were planted at Westtown 
when he went to a Shoemaker, 
Westtown’s visiting lecturer series, 
featuring the Sharples brothers —  
Chris ’93 and Bill ’93. The world-
renowned SHoP architects followed 

their talk with a seminar for students 
during which they demonstrated 
3D printing. “That was my first real 
exposure to 3D printing and I was  
blown away by it. I was so impressed 
with the buildings they design and I 
was always particularly interested in 
building things.” 3D printing is now an 
essential component of Roberts’ and 
ATDev’s work. 

After Westtown, Roberts went to 
Northeastern University, where a 
medical device internship deepened 
his interest in the field. He also became 
involved in Enabling Engineering, a 
club for building devices for people with 

disabilities. He says the adaptive 
Xbox controller they built for a 

student with cerebral palsy, 
“was the most rewarding 

project I’d ever been on. It 
was very cool to build it 
and really exciting to see 

him react when he tried it.” 
Roberts knew then that this 

was a path he would pursue, as 
it united his passions for design, 

engineering, and building with the 
values he learned at Westtown. “The 
thing that always stuck with me about 
Westtown was the emphasis on equity. 
Everybody is equal and [has] the light of 
God in them, and everyone should be 
on the same playing field. Technology 
doesn’t always work that way; it’s 
not always accessible. So working 
in assistive technology and building 
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devices to try to even that playing field 
is very important to me and incredibly 
rewarding. Westtown has shaped this 
path I’ve taken, and is why I find so much 
passion in it.” Northeastern is also where 
he reconnected with fellow alum Ted 
Lutkus ’15, who is a robotics engineer  
at ATDev. 

After he graduated from Northeastern, 
Roberts obtained a master’s at University 
of California Berkeley. He chose Berkeley 
not only because of his interest in 
assistive technology, but also because 
he wanted to concentrate specifically 
on exoskeletons; Berkeley’s Robotics 
and Engineering Lab has a specialized 
exoskeleton lab. “I took a class in the 
mechanical engineering department 
where we had to design assistive 
devices for people with disabilities,” 
says Roberts. His roommate, who is 
paralyzed from the neck down, had 
been mentoring this class and pitched 
an idea. “He wanted a device that could 
help him get more physical exercise 
and rehabilitation throughout his day 
that he couldn’t do himself, and that 
his caregivers weren’t fully trained to 
do. Since we were roommates, I chose 
his idea, as did other classmates. We 
designed robotic braces that could attach 
to the body and stretch, push, and pull on 
the body automatically.” They received 
design awards at Berkeley, and then it 
became an independent research project. 
That pitch and the project were the 
inception of ATDev. Since incorporating 
their business in September of 2020, this 
six-person team has also received two 
federal grants to support their business 
development. Their team of advisors 
includes specialists in neuromuscular 
diseases, orthopedics, and physical 
therapy from UC Berkeley, Stanford, 
UCSF, and the Maine Medical Center. 

“We are focused on orthopedics now and 
working closely with our advisor from 
Stanford and some pharmaceutical 
companies,” Roberts says, “ to see if this 
can be a device that people can use every 
day to help them be more independent.” 
How they do business is important to 
Roberts as well. “We are a registered 

B Corp, because people and the planet 
are just as important as profit. That’s 
something I identified as very important 
when we were incorporating because  
of Westtown.”

Roberts believes that the experience 
of Westtown’s community — of living 
with a diverse and international 
population on dorm, the emphasis 
on equity and inclusion, the lessons 

of working together— all develop 
skills that are essential in life beyond 
Westtown, and he carries them with 
him in his work. “Westtown’s culture 
exemplified in the Work Program, for 
example, that no matter who you are  
you should be helping clean dishes, 
 the idea that nothing is beneath you  
and we are working toward the same 
goal has certainly stuck with me and it 
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has influenced how I build my own 
company culture.” 

KELLY YIADOM
Kelly Yiadom is a “big believer in using 
adages” in her role as Westtown’s Lower 
and Middle School Equity and Inclusion 
Coordinator. “It takes a village not  
only to raise a child but also to do 
anything of consequence,” she shares. 

In Yiadom’s role at Westtown, she is 
tasked with working together with 
many people to move our mission-
centric, anti-bias, anti-racist (ABAR), 
community building forward. The goal 
is to nurture and empower globally 
responsible stewards and leaders of 
a better world. And though this task 
is a large one, it is in concert with 
the school’s Strategic Vision and she 
is optimistic and excited by it and 
approaches her work joyfully. She 
references Ubuntu, a South African 
concept meaning, “I am because you 
are” when she explains, “We can only 
function with one another. Because 
parts of our culture can be  insular, 
we may forget this. But upon further 
reflection, we have to remember that 
someone needs to manufacture a car  
so we can drive. We can only eat if 
farmers grow the food we need for 
sustenance. Everyone in the village  
must be invested in the success of the 
mission and each other, in order for  
us to progress together.”

Yiadom’s role is multifaceted, and 
she is extremely motivated by her 
objectives because she knows the 
end result is belongingness. She 
considers collaboration to be of utmost 
importance in this work, and she 
strives to cultivate it among students 
and faculty alike. She values her 
relationships with “grounded, smart, 
and deeply motivated,” colleagues whom 
she supports in their quests to create 
equity and belonging in the Lower 
and Middle School communities. She 
is equally energized by working with 
students to “celebrate all the unique 
parts of who they are and to help them 
develop their upstander power.” She 
adds, “Children instinctively know 
what’s right and wrong. They know 
when something doesn’t feel right or 
sound right or look right. Our work 
guides them to find their voice, their 
power, advocacy, and skills to express 
things like, I don’t like what I’m seeing 
or I think this person is being left out. 
From Primary Circle students on the 

“ CHILDREN INSTINCTIVELY KNOW WHAT’S 
RIGHT AND WRONG. THEY KNOW WHEN 
SOMETHING DOESN’T FEEL RIGHT OR SOUND 
RIGHT OR LOOK RIGHT. OUR WORK GUIDES 
THEM TO FIND THEIR VOICE, THEIR POWER, 
ADVOCACY, AND SKILLS TO EXPRESS THINGS 
LIKE, I DON’T LIKE WHAT I’M SEEING OR I 
THINK THIS PERSON IS BEING LEFT OUT. ” 
 

KELLY YIADOM 
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playground to an eighth grader who 
sees something going on in the greater 
community or society, we want students 
to feel empowered to enact change.” 

Yiadom also partners with families to 
foster a strong connection between 
school and home. She begins 
building this connection 
with an annual survey 
about family traditions 
and cultures, and a call 
to action. “One of the 
reasons I engage parents 
and guardians is because 
I want them to know that 
they are an essential part of 
the Westtown community. I want 
to know what is important to them. 
What’s their family’s story? What are 
their traditions? What holidays do 
they celebrate that might not be on 
the [school] calendar?” Knowing these 
pieces of information is invaluable 
and contributes to a greater sense of 
being seen and a feeling of belonging 
at school. When each student’s story 
is brought into the classroom, it is 
recognized as valuable. The survey 
also includes a call to action. She asks 
Westtown families what they are willing 
to commit to, to show up in support of 
the school’s ABAR initiatives, so they 
can take part in this work. Regular 
communication, frequent newsletters, 
emails, a dedicated resource portal, 
guest speaker visits to Lower and 
Middle School Parents’ Council 
meetings, and a solicitation for videos 
about family traditions and experiences 
are just the start of her interactions 
with family. “It’s a culture shift,” she 
explains. “Historically, schools have 
viewed home and school as separate 
entities. We are being intentional 
about combining the two.” Yiadom 
has only been at Westtown for a year 
and a half and she is already making 
an impact. “When a current event 
happens, families are being asked to 
engage their children about it at home. 
Students are then coming to school 
prepared to have conversations in the 
classroom as a result. And, more often 

than not, the students are initiating the 
conversations with teachers with a new 
depth and perspective.”

“This work takes time and cannot 
be rushed,” she shares. “If you move 

too quickly, it can become 
overwhelming and community 

members may withdraw.” 
Instead, Yiadom moves 

forward in stages. 
Small changes can be 
implemented quickly, 
such as starting with 

the intentional use of 
pronouns—Middle Schoolers 

are asked how they want to be 
known and recognized. Affinity groups 
have been developed in fourth and fifth 
grade in Lower School and continue 
through Middle School where students 
can “meet and share in brave spaces with 
other students who identify similarly to 
them.” Many Optimistic Open-Minded 
Students Seeking Equity (known as 
M.O.O.S.E.) Group provides a space in 
Middle School for students to talk about 
social justice-focused issues they want to 
tackle and support. 

“Ensuring that all of our curriculum 
has an inclusive, equitable, ABAR lens 
is going to take some time to evaluate,” 
Yiadom emphasizes. “This will happen 
intentionally and methodically over 
the next few years.” Although it will 
take some time, much of the work 
has already begun at an impressive 
pace. In Lower School, Yiadom and 
School Psychologist Jessica Morley 
have developed a robust Diversity, 
Equity, and Inclusion/Social-Emotional 
Learning (DEI/SEL) curriculum that 
is composed of six themes through 
which students consider questions: 
identity (how do I see myself?); empathy 
(how do I put myself in the shoes of my 
peers); community building (how can 
I be a positive member of my school 
environment?); identity development 
(how do I learn about my diverse self and 
my diverse peers?); social justice (how do 
I change something when I understand 
it is unjust?); and anti-racism (how do I 
recognize and stand up to racism?).

Students learn to engage in discourse 
mindfully using phrases like, Can you 
help me understand what you mean? 
What I think I heard you say was ___. 
It made me feel ___. Practiced use 
of this intentional language creates 
opportunities for connection and 
understanding instead of shutting  
down when conflict or misunder- 
standing occurs. 

By helping to build a knowledge base 
with Lower Schoolers based on curiosity, 
inquiry, and exploration, Yiadom and 
Morley are equipping Westtown’s 
youngest learners with the critical-
thinking, knowledge, and skills they 
need to be successful ABAR learners. 

Yiadom also partners with 
School Counselor Elizabeth Reilly 
to delve deeper into this work with 
sixth, seventh, and eighth graders. 
Developmentally, students this age are 
forming a stronger sense of identity 
and can sometimes begin to push 
boundaries. “In Middle School, you 
learn by doing, making mistakes, 
making them again, and then figuring 
out what not to do,” Yiadom shares. 
Recently, Yiadom and Reilly established 
the “No Joke Zone.” Classes have 
discussed what’s okay to joke about, 
what isn’t. “We all enjoy laughter,” she 
says, “but when it is at the expense of 
someone else, we ask students to shift 
their perspective, to ask themselves 
how they can change what they are 
accustomed to doing, to make a 
different choice, to make sure other 
people are being respected and their 
voice is being heard. The key is helping 
students understand the importance 
of intrinsically making the right choice. 
In other words, how can you make 
the right choice even when no one is 
watching?” The effect of this work can 
be dramatic, it builds community, a 
sense of belonging among classmates, 
and joy.

Yiadom has not always been a 
diversity practitioner. But even as 
a 15-year classroom teacher, DEI 
work was an essential part of her 
educational space so transitioning 
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into this work seven years ago was 
seamless. Her experience in the 
classroom is invaluable when it comes 
to understanding not only students but 
also the mindset, workload, and needs of 
her Lower and Middle School colleagues 
with whom she partners closely in their 
mission to be culturally responsive 
educators. And she is a natural. “We all 
have a light inside,” she says. “Whether 
it is brightened or dimmed depends on 
how a student’s fire is stoked, nurtured, 
and given air.” Yiadom herself is a bright 
light, and she is expert in the ability to 
brighten the lights of students, parents, 
and colleagues through this mission-
driven work at Westtown and beyond.  
 —Anne Burns 

DANIEL MAYS ’02
Community is a word that crops up 
frequently in conversation with Daniel 
Mays ’02. “The sense of community at 
Westtown is what I took away most,” 
he says. “Everybody living there in a 
structured, self-governing way around 
a shared set of core values at a time of 
life when that was important — that’s 
something I’m inspired by and try to 
re-create here on the farm.” 

Mays is the founder and manager of 
Frith Farm, a 14-acre no-till organic 
farm in Scarborough, Maine. No-till 
farming is the technique of not tilling 
the soil before planting to decrease soil 
erosion and increase soil fertility. 
This technique also increases 
biodiversity and leads to 
higher crop yields. Frith 
Farm’s mission is “to build 
soil, increase biodiversity, 
and strengthen 
community through the 
growing of wholesome food.” 

Indeed, there are several 
interconnected communities at 
Frith Farm, starting with “the crew,” the 
nine apprentices who live on the farm 
from April to November, working side by 
side with Mays to learn no-till farming, 
on a human scale, with no pesticides 
and no machinery. Many go on to start 

their own no-till farms and sponsor 
their own apprenticeship programs. So 
Mays is not only providing healthy food 
to his community, but also propagating 
sustainable agriculture. Then there is 
the community of health-conscious 
consumers, more than 200 families who 
buy shares in the Frith Farm CSA and 
come to the farm — a 20-minute drive 
from Portland — each week to pick up 
their produce. And finally, there is the 
MOFGA (Maine Organic Farmers and 
Gardeners Association) community: 
farmers who, like Mays, are committed 
to nourishing people and the planet. 

Having just completed his eleventh 
growing season, Mays has time to 
reflect on the winding path that brought 
him to these 14 acres. A birthright 
Quaker, he grew up in Phoenixville and 
attended the Kimberton Waldorf School 
through eighth grade before going to 
Westtown for Upper School. “Profe Rick 
[Newton], my Spanish teacher, planted 
seeds that took a while to blossom. I 
remember going to Kennett Square 
with him to tutor folks for their GED 
in the Spanish-speaking community 
there. He encouraged us to consider 
our remarkable privileges, and that 
inspired me to travel, mostly in Latin 
America. I spent a summer in Ecuador, 
living in a subsistence agriculture 
village in the upper Amazon, and I 
spent a semester abroad in Brazil my 
junior year at Wesleyan. That gave me so 

much perspective, to see just how 
differently other people live.”

But it was not until he 
was earning his master’s 
degree in environmental 
engineering at Stanford 
University that he 

discovered his passion for 
farming. “It became clear to 

me that agriculture was at the 
nexus of all our issues regarding 

sustainability,” he says. “I started 
reading more about that, reading 
Wendell Berry, and the next thing I 
knew, I felt like, geez, this is really at 
the heart of it for me. I always enjoyed 
working with a balance of mind and 

body, so farming seemed like a good fit. 
I had done a little bit of volunteering at 
farms during my travels, so sustainable 
agriculture wasn’t completely 
unfamiliar to me.”

After graduate school, Mays and two 
friends started a CSA, growing crops 
on land owned by one of his friend’s 
parents. “Before I even finished a full 
season on that little farm, I started 
looking for land of my own,” he recalls. 

“I found this land. It has a conservation 
easement, which brought the price 
down. It was five acres of open hayfield 
surrounded by woods. It was a clean 
canvas, ready for me to jump in and start 
my farm.”

Mays didn’t have enough farming 
experience to qualify for a USDA loan, so 
he turned to his family to invest in his 
venture. “I got some gentle pushback. 
There was a lot of respect for this being 
my decision, but also a lot of double- 
and triple-checking: ‘Are you sure 
this is what you want?’ I had to write a 
business plan and show that it would 
be successful, but ultimately they were 
supportive, and I’m really grateful.”

The farm has been profitable from 
the first year, thanks to community 
support for sustainable agriculture as 
well as Mays’ willingness to do the hard 
work of restoring the farm buildings 
while also establishing his three acres 
of permanent raised beds. But it could 
not have succeeded without the crew 

— each successive team of apprentices 
who have come together to plant, 
cultivate, harvest and learn. It is truly a 
community effort built on shared labor, 
respect, and love of the land.

 —Ray Slater

To learn more about Frith Farm and to 
order a copy of Mays’ book, The No-Till 
Organic Vegetable Farm, visit www.
frithfarm.net.

MAURICIO TORRES ’08
Whether grappling with wrestlers, or 
huddled with students on the Belfry 
porch discussing issues around race 
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and social justice, or in front of a class, 
Mauricio Torres ’08 can be found 
fostering growth, facilitating forthright 
discussions, and teaching for this 
moment in national and institutional 
history. Torres is an important figure 
among both students and faculty alike, 
one whose passions are contagious; 
one who has the unique perspective of 
being both a product and provider of a 
Westtown education. He has become 
a leader in discourse and in building a 
community of belonging. 

A 2008 graduate of 
Westtown, Torres returned 
to Westtown in the 2017-18 
school year to teach, dorm 
parent, and coach. In 
addition to his Westtown 
responsibilities, he is 
now in the final phases of 
completing the dissertation 

— an ethnography — for his PhD 
in Sociology from Syracuse University. 
Upon his return “home” as he lovingly 
refers to Westtown, he encountered 

“a vocal cohort” of students with 
energy around Westtown offering 
ethnic studies, his particular area of 
research and expertise, and was eager 
to bring his experience to bear in the 
classroom. The student energy was 
matched among History Department 
faculty and administrators, who “gave 
great support” for his idea to develop 
curricula which explore the specific 
experiences of groups often absent 

from the telling of American history. 
“We devoted a lot of energy into thinking 
about what these courses would be 
and how we would cycle them in the 
schedule so that students could take 
them all if they wanted to,” he recalls. 

They decided the courses would 
be: The African American Experience, 
the Asian American Experience, and 
the Latinx Experience, each with an 
Advanced option, which debuted in the 
2018-2019 school year. Each course is 

an in-depth examination of the 
multitudes of experiences 

of these communities to 
understand the historical 
and contemporary issues 
they face. “All three 
[of these courses] are 

centered around reading 
the theoretical, cultural, 

political writings of Asian 
Americans, Latin Americans, 

African Americans, and their work 
around inequity, freedom, and cultural 
production,” says Torres. The reading 
materials are scholarly works (some 
that most students aren’t exposed to 
until college, if at all) that range from 
W.E.B. Du Bois to Frank Wu; other 
course materials include movies and 
ethnographic studies. In each of these 
courses, students develop skills in 
nonfiction reading, writing, and critical 
thinking and they engage in challenging 
and deep conversations, discussing 
ideas from many perspectives. 

“ I LOVE WESTTOWN UNFLINCHINGLY, AND LOVING 
A PLACE MEANS TAKING IT GOOD AND BAD, BUT 
ALSO MEANS INSISTING THAT IT LIVES INTO THE 
HIGHEST VERSION OF ITS PROFESSED VALUES. ” 
 

MAURICIO TORRES ’08
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“I don’t want to call this a ‘pet project’ 
because many of my colleagues could 
teach these courses, but I was given 
the privilege to steward them,” says 
Torres. He has stewarded them 
well, and these courses are now 
among the most popular upper-level 
history courses. Their popularity 
speaks to the readiness and desire 
of students to learn more inclusive 
and accurate history. Their addition 
to the curriculum also underscores 
Westtown’s commitment to inclusive, 
mission-aligned academics.  

Torres also teaches Peace and 
Justice, a signature history course 
required of all ninth graders. “P & J” as 
it is known, “examines historic and 
present-day human rights injustices 
in the United States through the lens 
of identity, privilege, and power.” For 
Torres, teaching P & J is an opportunity 
to prepare students for the Experiences 
Curricula they will encounter in 
eleventh and twelfth grades. “If [we’re] 
going to offer an advanced college 
preparatory curriculum around race, 
we need to start that work in the ninth 
grade; it needs to start in Peace and 
Justice. The nonfiction reading skills 
start there.”

Torres is passionate when he 
discusses these courses and Westtown’s 
approach to history in general. “We 
stand by teaching a history that 
values silenced voices, a history that 
confronts how constitutive violence 
has been to the country that we have 
in front of us today. That impetus is 
really central to the curriculum. And 
so when all this stuff around critical 
race theory started bubbling up, there 
was a part of me that thought, we don’t 
actually teach critical race theory; 
we don’t do that. But there was also a 
part of me that thought: we actually do 
something more revolutionary, more 
radical at my school…Because there are 
eleventh graders who can cite Kimberly 
Crenshaw, seniors who can read Du 
Bois. To have been given the license to 
do that feels incredible. And ‘being on 
the right side of history’ feels so cliche, 
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but we are on the right side of this 
debate. In fact, it’s not even a debate at 
Westtown. Is our race curriculum too 
radical? That’s just not a question that 
we’re answering. We’re in pursuit of 
the truth. We’re in pursuit of an honest 
retelling of American history. And, 
I’ve never gotten pushback. I’ve never 
gotten a challenge, not from a parent, 
not from a kid, not from colleagues. I’ve 
gotten love and support.” 

Central to Torres’ work is also 
facilitating conversations about race 
and social justice, which has taken 
many forms over his time at Westtown, 
from offering special courses — like 
We Can’t Breathe: Black Death and 
State-Sponsored Violence in the 
Contemporary United States, a course 
he taught for students, faculty, and 
parents in the summer of 2020 — and 
open lectures for the community, to 
creating affinity and working groups 
for students and faculty. Along with 
Upper School Learning Specialist Corey 
Young, he is a faculty advisor for In the 
Know (ITK), an affinity group for Black 
male students, that was started about 
five years ago by TJ Berger ’20 who 
recognized the need for young Black 
men to talk about issues that impact 
them. ITK continues to meet and 
Torres gets visibility excited talking 
about how important affinity spaces 
like this are. “This is an opportunity to 
lay down the macho, the posturing, to 
leave the facade at the door. We’re going 
to get a plate of food and be real with 
each other.” Although the group has 
grown slowly over the years, Torres is 
excited about student leadership and 
the conversations they are having. He’s 
also appreciative that Westtown has 
recognized this kind of work in tangible 
ways. “As Westtown has grown in this 
area, it is thinking about what affinity 
groups do and what kind of support 
they need. That includes compensating 
those who lead them, showing us that 
they value this kind of work.” 

When reflecting on his role as a 
prominent voice in Westtown’s anti-
bias, anti-racism (ABAR) work, on 

pushing the community forward, and 
on confronting challenging truths, 
Torres says he feels deeply valued by 
colleagues and the community, and 
that there is openness to the work. “I 
think that folks value my love for and 
my sense of memory of Westtown, 
being an alum and having a great deal 
of institutional memory. I think the 
other piece is that I have doctoral level 
training in sociology. I can speak from 
a place of research, data, disciplinary 
expertise, and also from a place of lived 
experience.” He acknowledges that 
there is much more work to be done. 

“We are not a flawless institution; we’ve 
had some necessary gut punches,” he 
says. But he doesn’t worry because 

“we’re putting our money where our 
mouth is and we’re tasking people to do 
the right things.”

Torres will continue to lean into 
the work of creating a community 
of authentic belonging and to the 
challenges the school has faced. 

“Leaning into them is an act of love.  
I love Westtown unflinchingly, and 
loving a place means taking it good 
and bad, but also means insisting 
that it lives into the highest version 
of its professed values. And I have a 
pedagogical obligation to do that.” 

MAGGIE PELOSO ’01
Today, most experts agree that the 
effects of human-caused global  
warming are irreversible on the 
timescale of people alive today,  
and will worsen in the decades 
to come. For Margaret 
(Maggie) Peloso Martin ’01, 
a self-proclaimed optimist, 
the outlook need not be 
so grim.

A partner at Vinson 
and Elkins in D.C., a law 
firm with deep experience 
advising clients on challenging 
alternative and sustainable energy 
projects, Peloso works with companies 
in the energy industry, and the financial 
partners who fund them, to think about 

how to accomplish energy transition in 
this lifetime.

“I think most people are aware [that] 
if we’re going to meaningfully address 
the climate crisis, one of the big things 
that we need to accomplish in pretty 
short order is a significant transition of 
from an  energy system that’s principally 
based on fossil fuels to one that is really 
based on renewables and storage, and 
doing things like carbon removal that 
look really different,” says Peloso. “If 
we get the incentives right, we could 
radically remake the energy system in 
the next 15 to 20 years.”

Westtown School certainly informed 
her love of both the natural world 
and natural sciences, but it was the 
encouragement she received from 
teachers to embrace all of her talents, to 
think interdisciplinarily, and to live a 
life of service that she feels has led her 
where she is today. 

“I would not have characterized myself 
as the most environmentally involved 
when I was at Westtown. There wasn’t 
even really a formal environmental 
studies program,” Peloso recalls. “I took 
chemistry, biology — the normal stuff — 
but it was really the excellent faculty in 
other departments who challenged me 
in areas like European history, and who 
taught political thought and political 
science, and things that were really 
intellectually challenging material 
that made me think in a broader way. 
Westtown made me think about the 
value of interdisciplinary thinking.”

Peloso, who was a competitive  
rider during her years at 

Westtown, spent most of the 
winter semesters in Florida 

each year, which informed 
her experience with her 
peers and faculty alike. 

“What I really remember 
more than anything else 

about my relationship with 
the faculty was that nobody 

was like, ’Well, why are you doing 
that?’ Instead people said, ’Oh, that’s 
great. You have so many passions in your 
life. And we are here to figure out how 
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to support you and how to make this 
work.’” recalls Peloso. “And because of 
that, when I left Westtown, I was very 
much in this mode of I’m going to double 
major, I am going to do all the things and 
try all the things, because that was very 
much the environment I had just been 
in at Westtown, where it was okay to be 
intellectually curious about a whole lot 
of different things, and then look across 
those interests for patterns in the world 
that were meaningful.” 

In an era of challenging news cycles, 
where the climate crisis story is one 
among many troubling news items that 
seem to get worse with each passing 
day, it has become apparent that there 
has never been a greater need for clear 
communication about climate change. 
Using her undergraduate degree in 
marine ecology, her law degree, and her 
PhD from Duke University, where her 
doctoral dissertation on legal and policy 

issues associated with sea-level rise 
adaptation led to her book on the same 
topic, Peloso is finding that because of 
her interdisciplinary experience, she 
can have a lot of impact each day. 

“The pace of technology is changing 
fast,” she said. “When we went to college, 
if someone had said, ‘By the time you’re 
starting your professional career, you’re 
going to have a computer you 
can put in your pocket,’ We 
wouldn’t have believed it, 
right? But I think if we get 
the policy incentives right, 
a lot of the wonderful 
things I’ve seen in my 
career — like the wild new 
technologies that can suck 
carbon out of the air and make 
it into a usable product — could 
tip the scales. And I think that we could 
do it more quickly than most people 
expect. That is why I choose to remain 

optimistic; there’s a constellation 
of things going on out there that are 
bending the arc towards addressing  
this problem in a meaningful way.”  
And Peloso is part of that constellation, 
bringing about change in her sphere  
of influence. 
 —Amanda Young 

BRIAN BLACKMORE 
Students enter the classroom as  
music plays, a song that relates to  
the lesson of the day. Then, a ring of  
the singing bowl calls students to  
settle for a few moments of silent 
worship. After clearing their minds  
and grounding themselves in the 
moment, a land acknowledgement  
to honor the Lenni-Lenape people is 
read. Students then recite a portion 
of the poem, Pensamiento Serpentino: 
You are my other me/If I do harm to 
you,/ I do harm to myself./If I love and 
respect you,/ I love and respect myself. 
This routine begins each of Brian 
Blackmore’s classes, readying students 
to engage in the rich conversations that 
characterize his and all religion classes 
at Westtown. 

“Our community [at Westtown] 
is a microcosm of the world, so our 
intention is that the knowledge that 
students gain about the history, texts, 
beliefs, and practices of the major 
world religious traditions [in our 
religion classes] helps them interact 
and engage with other students, adults 
in our community, and others in 

the world in a way that feels 
ethically responsible,” shares 

Blackmore. “We want 
students to have a real and 
informed understanding 
of folks who are of 
religious backgrounds that 

are not their own. The role 
of the Religion Department 

is to look at religious faith as 
an important dimension of human 

identity and experience.” 
Blackmore is the Religious Studies 

Department Chair. He teaches World 

“ WHEN I LEFT WESTTOWN, I WAS VERY MUCH 
IN THIS MODE OF…I AM GOING TO DO ALL THE 
THINGS AND TRY ALL THE THINGS, BECAUSE 
THAT WAS VERY MUCH THE ENVIRONMENT I 
HAD JUST BEEN IN, WHERE IT WAS OKAY TO BE 
INTELLECTUALLY CURIOUS ABOUT A WHOLE LOT 
OF DIFFERENT THINGS, AND THEN LOOK ACROSS 
THOSE INTERESTS FOR PATTERNS IN THE WORLD 
THAT WERE MEANINGFUL.” 
 

MAGGIE PELOSO ’01 
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Religions 1 and  2 — which focus on 
the study of Hinduism, Buddhism, 
Judaism, Christianity, and Islam — as 
well as courses on Religion, Gender, and 
Sexuality and Religion, Nonviolence, 
and Social Change. He has many other 
roles including advisor, dorm affiliate, 
Work Program faculty, faculty advisor 
for WAGGS (student affinity groups for 
gender and sexuality). Among these roles 
is the Upper School Quaker Worship and 
Spiritual Life Coordinator. In this role, 
he organizes logistics around Meeting 
for Worship and provides religious and 
spiritual experiences for non-Quaker 
students, including arranging shuttles 
for students to attend religious services 
off campus, creating opportunities 
for students around observances 
of Ramadan and Eid, and leading 
meditation walks around the lake, to give 
a few examples. 

For the past several years, the 
Religious Studies faculty have been 
applying a method for teaching about 
religions in secondary schools developed 
by the Religion and Public Life Program 

at Harvard Divinity School. This method 
for studying religion with young people 
helps them become “more ethically 
responsible citizens in a multi-religious 
world, and to help students effectively 
navigate a world of religious difference.” 
Blackmore describes three points 
that are emphasized in this method 
of teaching religion: all religions are 
internally diverse; they are dynamic 
and changing over time; and, they are 
embedded in culture and politics. “The 
first two are especially important in our 
work towards becoming a more inclusive 
and anti-racist school,” says Blackmore. 

“We’re trying to resist monolithic claims 
and assumptions about any religious 
group; any kind of singular idea about 
who they are, what they believe, or how 
they practice.” 

Blackmore emphasizes that the 
religion courses at Westtown are 
scholarly studies of religious texts  
and traditions, not spaces to evangelize. 

“We’re not interested in creating the  
next generation of Quakers. We’re  
not trying to get students to adopt 

certain Christian beliefs or incorporate 
certain Hindu practices into their 
daily lives. We want them to be able to 
navigate a world of religious difference. 
Religions often influence politics, 
culture, and our relationships with 
coworkers, family, and friends, so 
knowledge about religious traditions 
can help Westtown students engage with 
folks who practice unfamiliar traditions 
a bit more effectively.” 

The offerings in the Religious Studies 
Department are courses that you 
might be more likely to find in a college 
curriculum. Required courses such as 
World Religions 1 and 2 investigate the 
history, texts, beliefs, and practices of 
these traditions. Upper-level electives, 
such as Religion, Gender, and Sexuality;  
Environmental Justice; and Religion, 
Nonviolence, and Social Change, 
explore social issues through the lens 
of religion. Blackmore emphasizes that 
there is — and always has been — an 
intersection between social issues and 
religion. “It was Reverend Dr. Martin 
Luther King Jr.’s Christian faith that 
drove his work and his vision for a more 
beloved community and a harmonious 
world; faith was central to who he was as 
a peacemaker. The point of the Religion, 
Nonviolence, and Social Change course 
is to ask: How have religious traditions 
been complicit in supporting income 
inequality, racism, and misogyny? And, 
equally so, how have religious individuals 
and groups been valiant actors for social 
change? Religion can be wielded for 
good or for bad and we want students to 
see that complexity.”

While the religion classes do not 
encourage students to adopt certain 
religious beliefs, as a Quaker school, 
Westtown does have a set of values 
that inform and shape curriculum and 
how it builds community. “We don’t 
seek to convert any students, but when 
we teach about simplicity, or equality 
or stewardship, we are inculcating 
certain values. It might not have the 
trappings of God language attached 
to it, but there is an expectation that 
students will fold these values into how 
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they live their lives.” Those values are 
certainly woven into how education is 
delivered throughout the school. But 
it’s important to remember that “where 
you stand determines what you see,” 
says Blackmore. “I’m a card-carrying 
Quaker so I have a bias. I see the values 
that we hold and from which we teach 
as mechanisms that help us create a 
more just [and] harmonious world; that 
nonviolence will help us get there; that 
commitments to equality will help us 
get there; that better stewardship of our 
resources on this planet will help us get 
there. But doing any anti-bias, anti-
racist work is also about checking one’s 
own implicit biases. I’m so grateful that 
at Westtown we speak frankly about 
this, and we honestly lean into these 
courageous conversations.” 

As the Quaker Worship and Spiritual 
Life Coordinator, Blackmore, along with 
a cohort of faculty, seeks inclusivity 
and belonging through attention to 
both Quaker practice and the spiritual 
lives of all students. Small elements 
of programming have been added to 
Meeting for Worship to make room 
for cultural celebrations, music, or 
messages before settling into the 
traditional silent worship that marks 
the Quaker service. An early sign of 
success has been that vocal ministry — 
the sharing of messages during  
Meeting for Worship — continues  
to feel grounded and spiritually 
guided. Celebrating the religious 
and cultural holidays of our students 
through Community Dinners and other 
activities is another way of creating  
a sense of belonging, as well as offering 
an opportunity to learn about traditions 
and cultures of their peers outside  
the classroom. 

In each of his various roles, 
Blackmore’s priorities reflect those  
of the school itself, and he’s particularly 
interested in the specific work of this 
moment in the school’s history. “As  
an institution that has historically 
been predominantly white, historically 
been predominantly, if not exclusively, 
Quaker,” concludes Blackmore, “how 

do we create not just inclusivity but 
belonging for a variety of different 
religious groups and individuals? It  
is a challenge that we work on each  
and every day.” In his classrooms and 
 in the community, Blackmore is 
a leader in helping to create this 
inclusivity and belonging. 

ERIN SALVUCCI
A sixth grader stands at the whiteboard 
enthusiastically describing a game  
he invented. Eager hands jut into the  
air as students wait to be called on 
to ask questions about the rules and 
details of the game. Teacher Erin 
Salvucci, observing from the back  
of the room, asks a few questions of  
her own about calculating scores. 
And that’s when you understand that 
this is a math class. Students have 
designed games that require applying 
mathematical concepts and solving 
problems. These presentations 
exemplify how Salvucci engages 
students in learning and utilizing 
math skills; other classroom projects 
reflect how mission and vision are 
incorporated into her math curriculum. 

Salvucci teaches sixth grade 
advanced math and eighth grade  
math. She is the sixth grade 
dean, a student advisor, and 
also coaches girls soccer 
and basketball. Deeply 
passionate about the 
school’s anti-bias, anti-
racism (ABAR) work, she 
facilitates the Middle 
School’s White Upstanders 
student group, and is one of the 
faculty leaders of AWAG (Anti-racist 
White Affinity Group), a monthly 
workshop for employees that explores 
race, identity, and justice. In the past, 
she has been a facilitator of SEED 
(Seeking Educational Equity and 
Diversity), a workshop for parents and 
adults in the community. 

For Salvucci, Westtown’s mission  
and vision are the heart of how she 
teaches, how she designs curriculum, 

and how she creates the classroom 
environment. Making math feel 
relevant in the “real world” for students 
means applying concepts to projects 
to which they can relate. And making 
math mission-centric means that  
those projects center on issues of 
stewardship, equity, justice, and social 
impact. When Salvucci designs her 
curriculum, she considers how things 
naturally connect to the world, and 
how students can learn through doing 
and experiences. The doing comes in 
assignments that challenge students 
to use math in multiple ways and see it 
through multiple lenses. 

One project for eighth graders 
is about designing, producing, and 
selling a product and the social and 
environmental impact of producing 
that item. Students must look at a 
variety of factors such as where it might 
be produced, labor and materials costs, 
and then present a proposal. Salvucci 
introduces students to professionals in 
retail, or to someone in production to 
share how factories operate. Students 
will read, watch documentaries, and 
conduct research so they are making 
informed decisions about their product 
and how they propose to manufacture 

and sell it. In the end, says 
Salvucci, “it all relates back 

to linear equations and 
representing cost and 
profit through linear 
relationships.” Along the 
way, students are making 
more than mathematical 

connections to the world 
through exploring topics 

like the cost of things and 
where they come from. “They start 

looking at themselves as consumers,” 
she says. “And they go deep into 
it, finding more information about 
companies and their practices, or 
researching the impact of dyeing 
clothes on the environment, or focusing 
on the social impact.” In making their 
presentations, students are challenged 
to synthesize all they’ve learned and 
present it graphically. “They’re also 
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doing systems of equations. They are 
graphing a linear relationship of what 
their revenue is, or what the costs 
are over time, but looking at what it 
means for the intersection of that 
cost and revenue and what it means at 
any point in a graph to represent that 
graphically. They must also present an 
infographic. it could be one from their 
research, or one that they’ve created 
as a way of representing data or impact 
or their cost and profits that can’t be 
represented linearly. And they have to 
explain why they made certain choices.”

In order to learn about ratios and 
percentages, sixth graders explore the 
demographics of people in Congress. 

“What this means is representation,” 
says Salvucci. “Students consider: 
What does it mean to have a certain 
percentage of a certain identity in 
Congress, and what does representation 
mean?” As they study demographics, 
they begin to ask themselves whether 
representation is important to them. 

“There’s no yes or no answer to that — 
they’re just starting to think about it. 

But they do have to notice similarities 
or differences among demographics. 
They get to choose the demographics 
that they want to look at, so they all 
have some way to connect with one of 
the demographic groups. It helps them 
understand these concepts of ratio 
and percentages on a big scale. But is 
representation in Congress important 
in general? That’s a bigger conversation.” 

Another project is looking at wages 
and cost of living. Students consider 
minimum wage against the cost of living. 
They explore what it means for a small 
business when they increase pay as 
well as how wages impact individuals 
and families. “Of course, there is 
conversation around the topic. If we are 
talking about living wages, we consider 
broad questions like, If you work a full-
time job, what should you be paid? Or, if 
you are working a 40-hour week, should 
you be able to support a family? But it 
happens without having to say what 
should or shouldn’t be done. The focus 
is on statistical information.” In fact, in 
all of the projects, Salvucci emphasizes 

to the students that they are analyzing 
statistical data, and even if topics have 
relevance politically, the focus is on the 
numbers and what can be learned from 
the data. 

At the beginning of the year, Salvucci 
prepares all her students for having 
these kinds of “bigger conversations,” 
especially in sixth grade. “We do a lot of 
work about how to have conversations, 
how to listen, how to problem-solve 
and partner through dialogue. I divide 
up space equally so kids can share and 
listen — it’s very structured. So when 
a student shares an opinion or idea, 
they have 30 seconds to speak without 
interruption while others actively 
listen. Then another person can speak 
for 30 seconds, then there’s a minute 
for feedback. It’s a skill that’s practiced.” 
Salvucci has found this method to be 
highly effective in the classroom, as well 
as in affinity groups. Students also have 
a “class contract” in which they agree to 
the parameters of healthy conversation 
and behaviors, no matter the topic. This 
practiced method of having dialogue 
has been especially important this year 
since students were not in classrooms 
for so long during distance learning. 

“We’ve had to rebuild how to be in 
relationship in the classroom, how to 
listen to and learn from one another.” 
It might seem like some of these big 
social topics could engender conflict. 
Salvucci says, however, “The kids are 
passionate, but there isn’t really conflict. 
I think it’s important to note that there’s 
a difference between being passionate 
about ideas and being in conflict.” 

Although many concepts are taught 
through these kinds of assignments, 
Salvucci is quick to emphasize that not 
all math skills are taught through multi-
lens projects. “Some math must be 
taught traditionally. There are essential 
mathematical building blocks students 
need to learn and practice, and we do 
a lot of that as well. We are attuned to 
where they are developmentally.” 

For Salvucci, reflecting the 
school’s values in curriculum and 
in the classroom is natural and she 
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approaches her work with passion and 
mindfulness. “I’m always thinking about 
our mission, because I really do believe 
in it,” she shares. “And the Strategic 
Vision articulates the mission more 
deeply. Even in my own goal-setting for 
the year, I looked to the pillars that were 
identified:  knowledge, community, and 
environment. They are very meaningful 
to me. This is why I’m at Westtown. This 
is what I want to be doing.” 

AXEL EIZMENDI LARRINAGA ’12
As someone who is passionate about 
global issues, it is fitting that Axel 
Eizmendi Larrinaga’s educational 
journey has taken him all over the 
world. A native of Spain, he came to 
Westtown as an international student 
in tenth grade, after he and his family 
had learned about Westtown in Costa 
Rica where they are members of the 
Monteverde Friends Monthly Meeting 
they attend on their annual visits. At 
Westtown, it was his participation in 
the school’s Israel/Palestine Senior 
Project trip that inspired him to pursue 
a career that had lasting social impact. 
It was his graduate studies in the United 
Kingdom that helped him find his niche. 

Eizmendi Larrinaga believes that 
Westtown’s history and religion courses 

— the Business and Society class in 
particular — and his experience in 
Israel/Palestine, were all influential 
in helping him identify his passions 
and purpose. “I took the Business 
and Society course which focused on 
social responsibility in business, and 
that made a huge impact on me. We 
talked about how businesses can 
do things in a way that minimizes 
harm and maximizes good. That was 
inspiring,” says Eizmendi Larrinaga. 

“When I went to Israel and Palestine 
for my Senior Project, that was quite 
a transformational trip for me. I saw 
myself working in conflict resolution, 
maybe diplomacy. That’s when I made 
up my mind to study international 
relations and these sorts of topics in my 
undergrad.” 

After Westtown, Eizmendi Larrinaga 
went on to George Washington 
University to study international 
relations. He was also eager to learn 
practical applications and skills 
connected to real-world solutions, so he 
began to take more economics courses. 
One course in particular — Development 
Economics — captured his interest. 

“It’s economics applied to studying 
the development process of 
countries,” explains Eizmendi 
Larrinaga, “For example, 
how did Singapore go 
from being a really poor 
country decades ago, to 
such a wealthy country 
today? What types of 
policies promote education, 
better living standards, and 
human capital? I became quite 
interested in that because there was a 
clear way to apply quantitative methods 
to answer relevant policy questions.” He 
decided to double major in Economics 
and International Affairs. 

As a senior at George Washington 
University and for a time after 
graduation, Eizmendi Larrinaga 
worked at The World Bank where he 
was involved in research projects with 

their Poverty Global Practice and the 
Social Protection Global Practice. He 
conducted research which explored 
the link between political discourse 
in Latin American countries to real 
outcomes in their populations. “We were 
trying to quantify statistically whether 
what governments say they do actually 
correlates with actual outcomes over 
time,” he says. “We looked at how topics 

like poverty and inequality have 
evolved in political discourse. 

Do governments that 
talk more about poverty 
actually have less poverty 
in their countries? And 
if so, how do they achieve 

it?” While at The World 
Bank, he was also involved 

in a project aiming to evaluate 
and help reform the primary social 

protection program in Iraq.
This work solidified his desire 

to deepen his expertise in applied 
solutions, and he completed a 
Master’s in Development Economics 
at the University of Oxford  in 2018. 
Currently he is obtaining a doctorate 
in economics and public policy at 
Tufts University, where he is working 
on several projects. Once again he is 

“ EVIDENCE-BASED POLICY MAKING IS IMPORTANT. 
USING DATA ANALYSIS TO MAKE POLICIES THAT 
ARE EFFECTIVE TO THOSE FOR WHOM THEY ARE 
WRITTEN IS CRUCIAL, AND I WANT TO USE MY 
SKILLS TO HELP CREATE POLICIES AND PROGRAMS 
THAT BRING ABOUT MEANINGFUL CHANGE.” 
 

A XEL EIZMENDI L ARRINAG A ’ 12
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focusing on development economics 
and investigating which policies and 
programs yield the best results. One such 
project is researching the electrification 
of rural and poor areas, specifically 
Togo. “There are millions of people with 
no access to electricity in the world, 
and it is a policy challenge of how to 
change that. In a country like Togo, with 
poor, sparsely-populated rural areas, 
companies will not make a return on 
building grids there, and the government 
doesn’t have the resources. So what are 
solutions to that kind of problem where 
the private sector won’t do it and the 
government can’t? One solution has 
been solar energy, and solar energy 
prices have plummeted in the past few 
years, so expensive devices are more 
affordable. So we are looking at how solar 
home systems can be used as a way to 
electrify rural areas, at subsidy programs, 
and assessing different challenges. How 
effective or powerful is the service? How 
effective is the subsidy program? Is its 
success or failure only about money? Is 
it about other things? We are looking at 
complex issues and evaluating solutions.” 

Eizmendi Larrinaga is still considering 
where he will land once his PhD is 
finished, but he is committed to a career 
that will center on doing social good 
and building a bridge between data and 
policymaking, especially policymaking 
that impacts what he broadly terms 

“social protection,” the environment, 
or education. “Evidence-based policy 
making is important. Using data analysis 
to make policies that are effective to 
those for whom they are written is 
crucial, and I want to use my skills to 
help create policies and programs that 
bring about meaningful change.” 

Reflecting on his time at Westtown, 
Eizmendi Larrinaga says that his 
experience was one that instilled a 
sense that “everyone has an impact on 
society and that we should all try to 
leave the world a better place than we 
found it. I remember vividly that this 
was a common theme across classes, 
and also in the environment in general. 
There was an emphasis on service and 
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volunteerism, on the Work Program.” 
Eizmendi Larrinaga also believes that 
the diverse student body gave him the 
unique opportunity to listen and learn 
from a variety of different perspectives 
that prepared him exceptionally 
well both for college and for his work 
now. “Westtown was a very enriching 
environment that opened the way 
for me, and gave me this desire to 
understand the world and to find ways 
to make it better.” 

TOM GILBERT ’77
Tom Gilbert is on a mission, a 
multifarious mission: make Westtown 
a compelling option for prospective 
students who envision careers in the 
tech industry; prepare students for  
the coursework they will find in  
college; present them with real-world 
tools and opportunities to solve 
authentic problems; and create spaces 
of equity and belonging in technology. 
Gilbert’s mission mirrors Westtown’s 
own and reflects key components of the 
Strategic Vision  — and that is by design 
and intention. 

After a first career in the private sector 
focused on energy, technology, and 
finance, Gilbert returned to Westtown 
in the spring of 2009 to teach physics. 
He became a full-time faculty member 
the following school year teaching in 
the Math Department. The 2011-2012 
academic year was the first year he 
taught Computer Science which was, 
at that time, the only course offering 
in the computer science realm. 
Over the past decade, Gilbert 
has invigorated computer 
science academics at 
Westtown by reimagining 
the original programming 
course and developing 
layers of computer science 
courses. He has developed 
the curricula for: Introduction 
to Programming, Web Development, 
Dynamic Application Development, 
Computer Science 1 (Advanced), and 
Computer Science Independent 
Study, an advanced course for highly 

motivated students who wish to do 
significant work outside the classroom. 
Computer-Aided Design also came about 
through this process. Gilbert is also the 
director for the Data-Driven Change 
Deep Dive Certificate Program and the 
Upper School Academic Technology 
Coordinator — which means he provides 
technology coaching and research for 
the Upper School faculty, particularly 
for Canvas, the Upper and Middle School 
faculty’s learning management system. 
He serves as the faculty advisor to the 
Women in STEM club, and manages 
the student-built system, Polaris, an 
innovative computer application 
that serves the weekend program by 
managing event schedules and sign-ups 
for local area student trips and train 
station shuttles. Like all faculty, he has 
other duties in the Upper School as well, 
including advising and serving as dorm 
faculty in Guerster House. 

As part of his goal to bolster how 
students experience and learn in the 
technology domain, Gilbert and other 
faculty members have been thinking 
strategically about an interdisciplinary 
approach by providing students with a 
series of courses that together develop 
skills in computer science, design 
thinking, creative thinking, engineering, 
data analysis, applied mathematics, 
and the mission-centric ability to apply 
these skills for social good. The result 
is loosely referred to as Engineering 
and Computer Science (E&CS), and this 

unified series began in the 2021-2022 
school year. Although not an 

official department, this 
academic initiative — 

which also reflects the 
importance of  Digital 
Arts, Digital Music 
Production, and other arts 

classes — “provides broad 
opportunities for students 

to learn and practice the skills 
needed to understand, use, and 

build new and future engineering and 
computer science technologies. Some 
students will build physical machines 
or devices; some students will design 

and craft integrated software solutions; 
some students will learn how to plan 
and organize initiatives to seek change.” 
Gilbert believes that having myriad 
subjects under this technology umbrella 
attracts students new to engineering 
and computer science, and it signifies 
to students and families who are 
passionate about computer science, 
design, and engineering that there is a 
place for them at Westtown. 

Gilbert believes that being successful 
in tech in college is often dependent 
upon early exposure to opportunities 
to learn basic skills. One of his main 
objectives over the past few years has 
been to increase the profile of the 
computer science offerings to make 
them more accessible to all students 
so that they get started in technology 
earlier, and that there are courses 
for them to grow into. “In order to 
participate in engineering and computer 
science in college, it’s important to start 
early; if students haven’t been exposed 
before college, it’s unlikely they’ll 
ever start.” This push to get students 

“ I WANT STUDENTS 
TO FEEL INCLUDED 
AND RESPECTED AS 
CREATIVE INSIDERS, 
RATHER THAN PASSIVE 
CONSUMERS LOOKING 
IN AT THE MAGIC FROM 
THE OUTSIDE.” 
 

TOM GILBERT ’ 7 7
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interested earlier has been paying off: 
enrollment in all offerings has been 
growing steadily and this past fall there 
was so much interest in Introduction to 
Programming that two sections were 
offered and filled, along with a third 
in the spring — a first in Westtown 
history. But for Gilbert, it is not just 
about the enrollment numbers; he is 
much more interested in making sure 
that all students understand they are 
welcome, especially those who have 
been historically underrepresented 
in tech. He is aware that stereotypes 
of individuals in the tech industry 
impact whether students think the 
subject is “for them,” and that lack of 
access, resources, and early exposure 
to technology can be both tangible and 
intangible hurdles to students exploring 
the subject. “We need to offset barriers 
for many young women and students of 
color so that they can become passionate 
about learning and doing technology. 
Those barriers can include absence of 
tech role models in their past; limited 
access to resources in their past; and 
media messages that depict successful 
tech participants as white, Asian, and 
male. Another barrier is that coding 
is often understood as an individual 
activity rather than a collaborative 
one.” He knows, too, that when students 
don’t feel like outsiders, when there is 
an inclusive culture, they are likely to 
continue in the subject. “Research is 
showing that if someone feels like they 
belong, then they are many times more 
likely to become involved. And so I’m 
trying to inspire insiders and people who 
can create solutions via technology.” 

Fostering this inclusive culture in 
the classroom begins with actively 
recruiting students who have 
historically faced barriers to learning 
in the technology space. So far, the 
recruitment has been informal; simply 
connecting with students when he’s 
on duty, or in advisory. Before the 
pandemic, he would talk with kids 
over dinner in the Dining Room and 
invite them to enroll in the intro 
course. The classroom environment 

has been crucial to this endeavor as 
well. “Feeling welcome, included, and 
respected is critically important here. 
Having the opportunity to lead, drive 
discussions, and feeling like a tech 
insider pushes back on imposter risk. In 
the professional tech world, the current 
lack of these aspects explains the lack of 
diversity in technology.” 

What is unique about technology 
courses at Westtown — and the other 
courses in the E&CS arena — is that 
they are about more than technology 
itself. Integrated within the essential 
skill-building in programming and 
coding are opportunities for leadership 
and collaboration; the crucial ability 
of learning to fail, adapt, and reiterate; 
and learning to apply skills to design 
authentic solutions. “After learning a 
first coding language, the academic 
focus shifts to building projects that 
matter, because students want to 
build things that can be used, that help 
people, and are the real thing,” says 
Gilbert. “Computer science is very hard,” 
he adds. “It requires both high-level 
abstraction and finely detailed code 
prep. So learning to learn, to handle 
failures, and building persistence and 
grit are all lessons that we emphasize 
and celebrate.” 

Grit, persistence, creativity, and 
design for projects that matter are 

developed in the Computer Science 
Independent Research course, which is 
a high-level course created for students 
who are highly motivated to direct their 
own learning. “Students get to choose 
context for their individual, small group, 
and class projects, “says Gilbert. “And 
all of our students use real professional 
software — we don’t use teaching 
versions of any of the tools. Projects are 
often inter-disciplinary and include 
math, chemistry, physics, history, 
finance, and environmental science.”

Gilbert says his goals are to “teach 
and encourage all students to flourish 
in a world marked by accelerating 
technological change. I want students 
to feel included and respected as 
creative insiders, rather than passive 
consumers looking in at the magic from 
the outside. I want students to gain the 
skill and experiences they will need to 
navigate the future, be a tech creator, 
and lead change. And full participation 
in the tech world and creating positive 
change requires anti-racist, genuinely 
inclusive courses, opportunities, and 
belonging in tech while at Westtown.  
[It requires] that teachers help students 
of color and young women understand 
the perceptions and realities of 
pursuing tech work in college and 
afterwards.” And he is a teacher who  
is doing just that. 

IT IS THE PEOPLE 

Our mission and vision aren’t simply statements, they are values 
alive in the individuals presented here. These are merely a few 
in the expansive community of alums across the globe who are 
stewards, leaders, and changemakers, who — as Quakers say — let 
their lives speak, and are testaments to the strength of our mission. 
The educators highlighted here are ones of the many who, every 
day, illuminate students’ passion, who prepare them for lives of 
purpose, who provide experiences to help them identify what 
inspires them, who help us on our path to realizing our vision, and 
who are the embodiment of the pillars of knowledge, community, 
and environment. The words of our mission and vision that drive 
this learning community ring out in the classrooms and the hearts 
of our educators, and are echoed in the lives of our graduates. 
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All in  
the Family
LOWER SCHOOL 
Front Row: Emsley Richie-Levinn ’35 (Emilee Ritchie ’00); Willa 
Burger-Lenehan ’35 (Beah Burger ’02/BOT, Elizabeth Shants ’66, Robert 
Burger ’65); Alex Castaños ’35 (Leigh James Castaños ’98. John Robert 
James ’55) 2nd Row: Noelle Jordan ’35 (Samantha Thomson Jordan ’01/
CF); Olivia Heacock ’35 (Jessica Morley Heacock ’00/CF) 3rd Row: Elise 
Westerman ’33 (Frederick Ralston ’65); Maggie Schlimme ’34 (Henry 
Schlimme ’04, Rebecca Davis Schlimme ’04, Paul Schlimme ’73); Woods 
Salo ’33 (Adam Salo ’97/CF), Owen Millberg ’33 (Adam Millberg ’03) 4th 
Row: Maggie McConnel ’33 (Maggie McConnel ’96); Graeme Nicholson 
’32 (John T. Nicholson ’70); Tommy Jordan (Samantha Thomson Jordan 
’01/CF) 5th Row: Ellie Schlimme ’31 (Henry Schlimme ’04, Rebecca Davis 
Schlimme ’04, Paul Schlimme ’73); Tristan Thorpe ’31 (Christopher Thorpe 
’95);  Caroline Adey ’31 (Kendra Adey ’01) Joslyn Seagers ’31 (Joseph 
Seagers ’90) 6th Row: Luke Westerman ’30 (Frederick Ralston ’65); Henry 
Suttell ’30 (Whitney Hoffman Suttell ’98/CF, Nancy Maida Hoffman ’62) 
Back Row: Michael Ireland (Emilie Steele ’62); Colin Adey ’29 (Kendra 
Adey ’01); Lawrence Hartley ’29 (Mary C. Hartley ’03) Not pictured: Rex 
Martin (Margaret Peloso Martin ’01); Betty Rankin ’30 (Matthew Rankin 
’99); Sam Rankin (Matthew Rankin ’99) 

CF=Current Faculty / FF=Former Faculty /BOT=Board of Trustees
All IDs left to right

LOWER SCHOOL

MIDDLE SCHOOL
9TH GRADE  

CL A SS OF 2025
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MIDDLE SCHOOL 
Front: Avery Nicholson ’28 (John T. Nicholson ’70); Ollie Thorpe ’28 (Christopher 
Thorpe ’95); Ryder Tookes ’27 (Ryan L. Tookes ’96) Back: Lev Bryans ’28 (Lydia 
Bryans ’92, Martha Brown Bryans ’68); Kenneth Waltman ’26 (Douglas J. 
Waltman ’87); Jamila Burgos ’27 (Renee R. Burgos ’96/FF) Not pictured: Levon 
Lenat ’27 (David Lenat ’86)

UPPER SCHOOL
9TH GRADE CL A SS OF 2025 
Front: Emily Kessler ’25 (David J. Kessler ’90); William Bradley (Melinda Wenner 
Bradley ’88) Back: Sofia Burgos (Renee R. Burgos ’96/FF); Francisco Benbow 
(Christopher Benbow ’90/CF); Nathaniel Schroeder (Nathaniel T. Schroeder ’91) 
Not pictured: John Sharples ’25 (William W. Sharples ’83),  Aidan Eager (Marpa 
Eager ’86, Shaun Eager ’86, George Eager ’61)

10TH GRADE CL A SS OF 2024
Mark Ham (Scott Zukin ’81); Ryan Tookes (Ryan L. Tookes ’96); Byerly Midyette 
(Buxton S. Midyette ’83/BOT); Maria Alice de Azevedo van Roosmalen (Vasco M. 
van Roosmalen ’94); Devin Swarthout (Erika B. Swarthout ’98) Not pictured: 
Dylan Koloski (Sitka Koloski ’92)

11TH GRADE CL A SS OF 2023
Front: Sophia Hammond (Charles H. Hammond ’87, Charles Hammond ’48); Ella 
Goldstein (Carol Wetherill Goldstein ’86, Richard M. Wetherill ‘’42); Priyanka 
Acharya (Karabi Acharya ’82) Middle: Ian Eskesen (Julie Keene ’85, Priscilla 
Keene ’57); Amelia Eager (Marpa Eager ’86, Shaun Eager ’86, George Eager ’61); 
Livia Resnik (KerryLynn Butler Resnik ’86); Kate Eriksson (Ruth Magoon Eriksson 
’90) Top: Owen Eriksson (Ruth Magoon Eriksson ’90); Santiago Benbow 
(Christopher Benbow ’90/CF); Beatrice Saenger (Christopher Saenger ’97, 
Caroline Adams Saenger ’97, Margaret Walther Saenger ’66) Not pictured: Jasper 
Grenager (Trond Grenager ’89); Alexander Krawchuk (Lara Rogers Krawchuk 
’88); Sophia Bradley (Jovi Fairchild ’87)

12TH GRADE CL A SS OF 2022
Front: Alex McVickar (Jamie McVickar ’74), Greta Shannon (Nancy H. Nicholson ’86, 
James Nicholson ’44), May Savage (Paul Savage ’79, Deborah Furnas Savage ’44)  
Back: James Bradley (Melinda Wenner Bradley ’88); Jackson Smedley (Christopher 
Smedley ’93); Joseph Farnan (Joseph J. Farnan ’91) Not pictured: MJ Reilly (Mayland 
Reilly ’86); Sophia Scholl (Jonathan B. Scholl ’80)

10TH GRADE  
CL A SS OF 2024

11TH GRADE  
CL A SS OF 2023

12TH GRADE  
CL A SS OF 2022
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1941 Juliana Forsythe 
Bussiere ’41 writes,  

“I am still alive and vertical having fun  
in a slow manner. Love to hear if anyone 
else is still around from my class.”

William Henry 
Matchett ’41 was 
born into the 
Quaker family of 
James Chapman 
Matchett and Lucy 
Jipson Matchett 
in Chicago in 1923. 
He had one sister, Dorothy, who was six 
years older. For high school, he followed 
his sister in attending Westtown School. 
It took him eight years to get through 
Swarthmore College, as his course was 
interrupted by World War II during 
which he was assigned, as a conscien-
tious objector, first to a Civilian Public 
Service camp in New Hampshire and 
then to the Psycho-Acoustic Laboratory 
in Cambridge, Massachusetts. After grad-
uating from Swarthmore in 1949, he mar-
ried Judith Wright, whose mother,Eliza-
beth Cox Wright, was his favorite English 

professor, and they moved 
to Cambridge together for 
him to pursue a PhD in 
English at Harvard. In 1954 
he, Judy, and son David, 
moved to Seattle for Bill to 
take up a position in the 
English department at the 
University of Washington. 
He taught there for his 
entire career. In following 
years, Kathy and Stephen 
were born. A favorite 
activity with his children 
was to read aloud nightly, a 

tradition he carried on with his grand-
children, ranging from Baum to Dickens 
to Ransome, and many more. 

Bill was active in Seattle’s University 
Friends Meeting and had years of 
involvement with the American Friends 
Service Committee. The Meeting was a 
constant source of strength, community, 

and focus for him, and in his last months 
he learned to attend via Zoom, which was 
a big step for him, who had never even 
had an email account.

In addition to his teaching and student 
advising, Bill was the author of four 
books of poetry, most recently Airplants: 
Selected Poems, as well as a textbook 
entitled Poetry: from Statement to 
Meaning with Jerome Beatty. He was one 
of the founders of the Poets’ Theater in 
Cambridge, spent nineteen years as edi-
tor of the Modern Language Quarterly, 
and edited the first years of Poetry 
Northwest with Carolyn Kizer. He also 
published widely on Shakespeare and 
Dickinson. He served on the University of 
Washington Hospital Board for ten years 
after its inception in 1978, on the Kitsap 
County Planning Commission from 1990 
to 2003, and as President of the Hood 
Canal Environmental Council from 1992 
to 2012.

Over every summer and since retire-
ment, Bill made his home by the Hood 
Canal, a fjord alongside the Olympic 
Peninsula west of Seattle. It was a 
treasured place which fed his soul and 
creativity. From there he and Judy 
became much involved in environmen-
tal politics. They lived there or in their 
Seattle apartment independently until 
March 2021, when they moved in with 
Kathy and her husband, Chris. Less than 
two weeks before his death in June, he 
and Judy celebrated their 72nd wedding 
anniversary.

Bill pursued so many interests and 
passions. Keeping up with friends was 
vital, particularly students and writers 
he had mentored over the years. He 
thrived on the letters he received and 
wrote. Other valued activities were 
writing daily in a journal; listening to 
music from his extensive collection of 
LPs; playing the piano and attending 
concerts; bird watching whenever possi-
ble; gardening; stamp collecting; annual 
family trips to the Shakespeare Festival 
in Ashland, Oregon; many overseas trips, 

including a year’s sabbatical in Florence, 
Italy, and another in London. To many 
of these and more — including piano 
playing, nightly reading, music listening, 
neckties to wear, and breakfast cereals 
— Bill applied a self-imposed system of 
strict rotation. When asked, he said it 
was “to keep the chaos at bay.”

Bill was predeceased by his parents, 
sister, and son, Stephen. He is survived  
by son David (Carol Snow); daughter 
Kathy Mallalieu (Chris); three Mallalieu 
grandchildren: Helen, Beth and Ben;  
and Stephen’s adopted son, Damon,  
and his family.

1944 Mary Alice Whitson 
Harvey ’44 writes, 

“I have moved in with my daughter 
and son-in-law for the best imaginable 
assisted living. My new address is: 12304 
Highway 23, Duluth, MN 55808.”

1946 Florence Davidson 
’46 writes, “Living on a 

pond full of ducks and geese and a block 
from the ocean is so beautiful it strength-
ens my faith. I am co-clerk of Ministry 
and Counsel, struggling against the 
pandemic to get our Meeting out of Zoom 
and back with those we love who are 
still with us. My sons and daughter had 
moved to the west after college, but John, 
an international lawyer, just in time left 
Myanmar to move here. He often comes 
over to cook “southeast Asian” for us 
and his family. He is also a volunteer at 
a church to bring Afghan families to our 
town. I retired at age 86 but only now 
stopped cooking much, or driving my ’95 
Celica. There are joys in old age.”

1948 Sara Sue Pennell ’48 
writes, “The Pastel 

Society of America made me their 
Honoree of the Year. They were inter-
ested in the number of self portraits I’d 
been doing on my birthday for many 
years, including Now I’m 90! in 2021. 
Several of them had been in PSA annual 
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shows. More importantly, I’m thankful 
that so far only one family member has 
had COVID (my granddaughter Alice [who 
is] named after her great-grandmother 
Alice Trimble Pennell Allen ’14) and she’s 
survived it. Our three children, all in 
their sixties, two grandchildren, and two 
great grands otherwise are flourishing. I 
have much to be thankful for.”

Joanna Bucknell Sadler ’48 writes, 
“I will be 92 in February 2022. I still live 
in a retirement village in Elizabethtown, 
Pennsylvania, where I have lived since 
2009. In August of last year, we had a big 
family gathering with all of my six grand-
children and four great-grandchildren 
in attendance for the first time! We cele-
brated two weddings that had happened 
in the last couple years and a few birth-
days! My main joy these days is watching 
the birds I see out my window. Daughter 
Martha Sadler-Stine ’79 comes by to 
help me several times a week, as well 
as my granddaughter, Shana Boston. I 
recently suffered a fall that broke my leg 
and required surgery, and am in recovery 
from that. Hopefully, it will be healed 

enough by spring, to enjoy the birds 
outside, which are plentiful here on our 
beautiful campus.”

1949 Marilyn Sutton Loos 
’49 writes, “My life is 

currently solitary, comfortable, unevent-
ful and healthy.”

1950 Elspeth Benton ’50 
writes, “[I] wish I had a 

photo to send you, but I don’t. Westtown 
had a huge, lasting impact on me, espe-
cially because I married John Benton ’49 
(from a deeply Quaker family) who was 
a class ahead of me. Also because I came 
from Wisconsin, a whole different teen 
culture. My thriving Madison Quaker 
Meeting, though a silent Meeting, was 
also different in tenor from the east-
coast variety. In the two years I was at 
Westtown, I made some lifelong friend-
ships, still very meaningful to me. What 
I learned about literature and history 
has stood me in good stead; most of my 
teachers were incredibly gifted and 
caring. John’s parents, though ’convinced’ 
Friends, were at the heart of Philadelphia 
Quakerism, and it went deep into my psy-
che, helpful in some ways (and still today) 
but also unhelpful sometimes when I 
encountered other cultures. As for news, 
John earned a MacArthur Award before 

he died in his 50s. We had four daugh-
ters, and there are now 10 great-grands, 
all currently in stable, loving families. 
I found my niche in Early Childhood 
Education, it was my true vocation for 
30 rich, growthful years. With John, I 
worked hard to bring about racial integra-
tion in our Pasadena community.”

Barbara “Bobbie” Jane (née Acres) 
Collins ’50 passed away on December 
5, 2021 at the age of 89, one month shy 
of her 90th birthday, at her home at 
Kendal at Longwood in Kennett Square, 
Pennsylvania. Bobbie is survived by her 
four daughters: Barbara Vogel, Susan 
Dannenberg, Anne Collins-Doehne, and 
Caroline Collins. Bobbie is also survived 
by five grandchildren: Jennifer Vogel, 
Zachary Vogel, Matthew Dannenberg, 
Katherine Dannenberg, and George 
Doehne; and one great-grandchild:  
Ellie Block.

Born in Bronxville, New York, on 
January 16, 1932 to William Percival Acres 
of Toronto, Canada, and Dora Evelyn Alice 
Reade Acres of Cheshire, England, Bobbie 
was raised in Lebanon, Pennsylvania. She 
graduated from Westtown School in 1950 
and in 1951 attended The Pennsylvania 
School of Horticulture for Women (now 
Temple University Ambler Campus) in 
Ambler, Pennsylvania. She married three 
times, all graduates of Westtown: George 

Self portrait by Sara Sue Pennell ’48

Back Row: 6 grandchildren, partners, and 3 great grandchildren. Seated: Shondra Rosalie Lindsay ’76, 
Joanna Bucknell Sadler ’48, Martha Sadler-Stine ’79, and Bill Stine.
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Generous Gregory on September 8, 1951; 
Byron Coles Collins Jr. on July 29, 1961; and 
William B. Parker on December 18, 2014.

While busy raising four girls, Bobbie 
kept busy with crafts, calligraphy, paint-
ing, handicrafts and quilting. Bobbie and 
Byron shared many hobbies including 
dogs, camping, and antiques, including 
cars, furniture, shaving mugs, clocks, and 
miniature sewing machines. 

A Quaker memorial service [was] 
held on December 16, 2021 at Kendal at 
Longwood. Bobbie [was] interred next 
to her late husband, Byron, at Merion 
Monthly Meeting in Merion Station, 
Pennsylvania. 

1951 Elizabeth Valdes 
writes, “We are heart-

broken to announce that Ruth Devine 
Draper ’51 has passed 
away in Wilmington, 
Delaware, at the age 
of 87. She has been a 
supporter and proud 
alumna all her life. 
Her family [held] a 
Memorial service on 
December 11, 2021 at Torbert’s Funeral 
Chapel in Dover, Delaware.”

1952 Anne Nash ’52 and Hal 
Weaver ’52 write, “We 

are so happy to be back in Oaxaca for 
the winter after the prohibition last year 
by COVID. Anne continues her writing, 
art, and Spanish classes. Hal is preoccu-
pied with his ministry, the BlackQuaker 
Project, focusing on three major activ-
ities at the moment: presenting the 
inaugural Black-Quaker-Lives-Matter 
Film Festival (February-April 2022), 
videotaping interviews for the Quakers 
of Color International Archive (QCIA) at 
the UMass Amherst Du Bois Library, and 
transferring his dissertation into a book, 
Race, Decolonization, and the Cold War: 
African Student Elites In Moscow 1955-64.”

1954 Charles Hazzard ’54 
writes that his wife, 

Natalie Hazzard, died on February 21, 
2021. 

1955 Suzanne Rie Day ’55 
writes, “Last winter 

I moved into a retirement apartment 
within a retirement community in NW 
Philly. I’m engaged here at Stapeley with 
a book group, indoor plants, outdoor 
vegetables, and the community news-
letter. My Friends Meeting responsibil-
ities inspire me — from mentoring new 
leadership through actively engaging in 
building racial justice.”

Thomas Taylor ’55 writes, “Getting 
off our behinds and keeping on moving 
as we age. Starting last April, I now lead 
an hour’s walk every Monday afternoon 
for Ann Arbor Friends. We meet at a 
different spot by a park or interesting 
urban area each Monday for a month 
and take a different walk each time. This 
way we are getting to know each other — 
unmasked — and different areas of our 
city as well as keeping our bodies moving. 
Since woodland trails are iced up, our 
winter walks follow shoveled sidewalks 
in the UMich campus and historic areas 
where we learned about the architec-
tural corbels in the Law Quad and other 
interesting sculptures such as the tall flag 
pole moved to the center of campus from 
the 1893 Chicago Columbian Exposition 
and Juame Plensa’s timely and massive 
sculpture, Behind the Walls.”

1956 R. Melvin Keiser ’56 
writes, “Beth and I are 

doing well in Black Mountain, North 

Carolina, very much involved with 
children and grandchildren nearby, our 
Quaker Meeting, continuing to write 
books, and seeking ways to live with 
and mend our national traumas. I have 
a new book that came out at the end of 
November with the British press, John 
Hunt Publishing: Seeds of Silence: Essays 
in Quaker Spirituality and Philosophical 
Theology. Beth is fin-
ishing a book on trav-
els in Israel-Palestine 
and encounter with, 
and reflections on, 
the extraordinary 
Palestinian poet, 
Taha Muhammad 
Ali, translated by and 
biographed by the 
American Israeli Jewish couple, Peter 
Cole and Adina Hoffman.

We attended in person our second 
grandchild’s graduation at Westtown  
this past spring, Ondessa Kiliru-
Liontree ’21 (sixth generation 
Westonian), with her mother, Debra 
Kiliru, sister Jahniya ’20, her father 
— our son Christopher Keiser ’91 — 
and, oh my, she was barefoot in the 
Greenwood with all the other women 
graduating!

We are excited to read the report of 
Westtown’s progress towards racial jus-
tice and equity.”

John Vincent ’56 writes, “My wife, 
Delia Pitts (now a successful mystery 

Ondessa Kiliru-Liontree ’21 (center) celebrating her graduation with her family.
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novel author), and I are well, as are our 
sons Adam in Fort Worth, Texas, and Nick 
in Austin, Texas, and my daughter Rachel 
and children in Ottawa, Canada, and son 
Matthew and family in Luxembourg.”

1957 Eckart Barth ’57 writes, 
“My year in Westtown 

was a present of Westtown School to me, 
a young German shortly after the Second 
World War, as a sign of reconciliation. 65 
years later this year and the classmates 
and teachers in the spirit of Westtown 
Quaker life is still one of my deepest 
impressions of my life. I was accepted by 
you all in spite of my awful background 
as a Nazi-German. I am convinced that 
a lot of what I tried as a minister of 
the Protestant Church is to follow the 
Westtown path. This spirit of peace is 
what our combined world still needs so 
badly to survive. My family and I are well 
and we are thankful to be healthy and 
quite curious of what life can bring even 
in corona[virus] times. I am not sure if we 
are courageous enough to make the long 
way to our 65th reunion in May.”

1958 Cornelia St John ’58 
writes, “In the period 

of a few weeks during this 2021 autumn, 
Peter and Holly Allen Fuhrer ’58 passed 
away. Peter died October 8, 2021 of metas-
tasized cancer after a struggle for a few 
years. Holly had a tragic fall the 4th/5th 
of November, and was hospitalized and 
fell into a coma. She died on the 9th of 
November. Our Class Couple, married 55 
plus years, are forever together now. 

In 2006, Holly and Peter retired from 
their jobs in Dayton, Ohio, where Peter 
worked in a lab and taught; Holly was a 

social worker/psychologist, while also 
pursuing her longtime work and schol-
arship in photography, in particular 
Dorothea Lange. They moved to Newport 
Beach, California, to be near their daugh-
ter and her growing family. Peter chose 
to continue his lifetime work in cancer 
research and joined a lab at UC Irvine. 
Both Holly and Peter devoted many hours 
to the Newport Bay Conservancy, of 
which Peter was the president for several 
years. Peter went through naturalist 
training and became a valued leader, 
participating in environmental educa-
tion, contributing to marine life inven-
tories, and leading kayak tours. He and 
Holly both worked on the Conservancy’s 
newsletter, Tracks, for which Peter wrote 
many articles, including accounts of 
sponges and sea squirts, biodiversity, and 
other topics. Holly contributed her stun-
ning photos of the shore birds of the area, 
which also appear as ‘newportbaybirds.’ 

They are survived by: their daughter 
Amelia Hardin and her husband James 
Hardin, and  grandsons Joaquin and Theo 
of Newport Beach; son Nick Fuhrer and 
his wife Rebecca Walsh and grandchil-
dren Rebecca and Max of Cambridge, 
Massachusetts; sisters Patty ’57 of 
San Jose, California, and Hope ’63 of 
Cambridge, Massachusetts.”

1959 Benjamin James ’59 
writes, “Greetings to 

all, most of us in our 80th year! Joan 
Baker and I moved within the Crosslands 
community this year. Our new address is 
430 Crosslands Drive, Kennett Square, PA 
19348. While I continue to spend time in 
the wood shop and [doing] other various 
hands-on activities, I am focused on our 
existential crisis — climate change. I am 
vice chair of a recently formed climate 
activist organization Senior Stewards 
Acting For the Environment (SSAFE). We 
are sharing best practices on nine of the 
Kendal communities, providing educa-
tional programs and most importantly 
identifying and coordinating opportu-
nities for our voices to be heard by our 
legislators at the state and national level. 
Please visit the website SSAFE.org and 
sign up as a member (Kendal resident 

or non-Kendal resident) to get climate 
advocacy alerts.”

Sarah “Bunny” Lawton ’59 writes, “I 
moved to Crosslands in January 2021 and 
it is wonderful to be back to my roots, 
near my sister and lots of Westtown 
friends. It’s been great to reconnect, 
despite the COVID challenges. Six 
members of the class of ’59 got together 
for our 80th birthday celebration at my 
Crosslands cottage! Happy 2022!”

Marjorie Hibbard Lauer ’59 writes, 
“Just returned from a trip to Glasgow to 
visit my son and his family, including 
[their] 9-month old son. Could not have 
done it without the aid of my daughter. 
Traveling is tough at 80. I try to keep 
active (Alexandria is great for walking), 
but I know I’m slowing down. Happy 
memories of Westtown.”

1960 On 15 October 2020, 
Mary Godley Brown 

Glass ’60 (affectionately known as 
“Brownie” by her many friends) passed 
away peacefully at the home of her daugh-
ter in Massachusetts after a long illness 
and in the care of her two daughters. Peter and Holly Allen Fuhrer ’58

Left to Right: Bunny Test Lawton, Gail Young 
McCahon, Ruthie Laug,Thumper Gerenbeck Ruth, 
Penny Norrington Orth, Chenda Curtis Davison, all 
Class of 1959

Marjorie Hibbard Lauer ’59 and Mary Lauer at 
Stirling Castle
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Mary was born on 15 January 1943 in 
West Chester, Pennsylvania, daughter 
and second child of Ellis Y. Brown III ’32 
and Lucile Dobson Brown. Mary is 
survived by her three children and her 
two grandchildren. Mary is also survived 
by her brothers, William S. Brown ’59 of 
Fort Ann, New York, and his wife, Sheila 
E. Tuttle; and Ellis Y. (“Pat”) Brown IV of 
Elverson, Pennsylvania, his wife Gwen, 
and son Owen. Mary was predeceased 
by her parents, Ellis and Lucile Brown; 
her paternal grandparents, Ellis Y. 
Brown, Jr., and Mary Godley Brown, of 
Downingtown, Pennsylvania; her mater-
nal grandparents, Fulton L. Dobson and 
Louise Savidge Dobson, of Guthriesville, 
Pennsylvania; and her niece, Bonnie C. 
Brown, daughter of her brother William. 
Mary was named for her maternal 
grandmother, Mary Downing Godley 
(affectionately called “Grandma Mae” by 
all her grandchildren), of Downingtown, 
Pennsylvania. The family name Downing 
dates from the mid-eighteenth century 
through her maternal grandmother, 
and the family name Godley similarly 
dates from the mid-eighteenth century 
through her maternal grandfather. 
Mary’s early years were spent on family 
farms in Whitford, Pennsylvania, and 
Guthriesville, Pennsylvania, where her 
parents ran a family poultry farm special-
izing in vaccine and retail egg production. 
Mary attended Downingtown Friends 
School; Guthriesville elementary school 
(where she and her brother, Bill, walked 
to and from the school over the fields 
and back roads about one mile each way); 
Downingtown public schools through her 
sophomore year; and Westtown School, 
from which she graduated in 1960. She 
attended Guilford College graduating in 
1964. She later moved to Maine where 
she married David Glass, and they raised 
three children. Mary was a stalwart 
defender of free speech and liberal polit-
ical philosophies, and actually appeared 
in an enlarged poster of demonstrators 
at the notorious Democratic National 
Convention in 1968 in Chicago. Mary 
was a birthright member of the Society 
of Friends (Quakers), in Downingtown, 
Pennsylvania. Mary had a humorous 

and realistic attitude in life, and was a 
favorite among her many first-cousins 
(eight first-cousins on her father’s side—
Deborah, Martha, David, Olivia; Peter, 
Nancy, Philip; Christopher—and eight 
first-cousins on her mother’s side—the 
late Louise, Barbara, Marjorie, Johnny; 
David, Ginny, Peggy, Susan). All members 
of her family will miss Mary dearly as 
they recall with love and fondness the 
many contributions that she made to her 
many dear friends and relatives. Obituary 
prepared and submitted by William S. 
Brown ’59. 

Tricia Herban ’60 writes, “This is my 
third year in a lovely downtown Columbus 
Ohio, independent living community and 
I am looking forward to a spring move to 
a three-bedroom apartment with a larger 
kitchen as a guest room and TV room. My 
friends here offer me an enriching way 
to contribute to our general well being 
as I volunteer on Landscaping, Health 
and Wellness, Employee Assistance and 
OWLS (an educational outreach program 
for residents and the community). I 
frequently drive to my former commu-
nity of Worthington where I still have 
many friends in the Ohio State University 
Women’s Club and in my church. Writing 
informal essays and walking with friends 
in our many city parks has brightened my 
life during the past year. I feel very for-
tunate and am especially grateful for my 
son, his wife, and my two granddaughters, 
all a short ride away. I would love to hear 
from and see Westtown friends and hope 
all are well.”

Toni Sharp ’60 writes, “Sad news  
came to me in holiday notes. Betsey 
Scheffer Velasco ’60 passed away in 
April 2021 from Alzheimer’s. She leaves 
two sons, their wives, and a grandson. 
Betsey and Don lived in Ashland, Oregon. 
The next note came from Bob Law, the 
husband of Debbie Gillette Law ’60. 
Debbie passed away in June 2021 after a 
battle with dementia.”

1961 David Borton ’61 
writes, “Some of you 

have ridden in one or more of our solar 
electric boats. COVID has slowed things 
down, so our son Alex and I were able to 

make the first solar-powered cruise up 
the Inside Passage to Alaska. We are now 
in production of 24-foot fiberglass 100% 
solar powered electric boats.”

Laurie Worth ’61 writes, “Reserve 
Alums Day Weekend of May 13-15 for a 
post celebration of our 60th reunion! The 
Saturday night party will be at the Worth 
farm. Come early-stay late.”

1962 Mary Lennox ’62 
writes, “Still living! See 

proof in enclosed photo taken September 
2021 at a small family reunion in Pocono 
Lake Preserve cabin founded by grand-
parents Alfred Lowry Sr. [Class of] 1908 
and Grace Bacon Lowry [Class of] 1910. 

David Borton ’61: Wayward Sun in Glacier Bay.

Worth Farm

Mary Lennox ’62
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That’s me holding a painting over brother 
Stu Lennox’s ’60 head. The water color, 
painted 73 years ago by uncle Alfred 
’Spink’ Lowry Jr. ’35, had just been gifted 
to us by his son David and depicts a time 
when the three of us had become lost in 
the deep and scary woods! My Boulder, 
Colorado, community made it through 
another year of pandemic, a mass shoot-
ing, extreme drought, and finally a truly 
devastating wildfire that took over 1,000 
homes. We are simply part of a world of 
shifting extremes, as humanity reckons 
with it’s own imprint. Simplicity, service, 
sincerity; Quaker values shine through 
for a lifetime!”

1965 No stranger to danger, 
Gregory Frazier ’65 

continues to ride motorcycles and write 
about his adventures around the world. 
He was named by the 
prestigious motorcycle 
publication, RIDER, as 
“America’s #1 extreme 
motorcycle adventurer” 
in June 2021. He used 
the summer and fall 
of 2021 to push his 
adventure envelope on 
his Looking For America Tour. His latest 
book, Adventure Motorcyclist: Frazier 
Shrugged, defines motorcycle adventur-
ing in the 21st Century.

Penny Claghorn Robertson ’65 
writes, “After a one-year postponement, 
Cheyney, my daughter, will be married to 
Ryan Lloyd on January 29, 2022 in Arch 
Street Meeting in Old City Philadelphia. 
What a happy day!”

1966 William Parker ’66 
writes, “Last year was a 

rough one for me. I took on a roommate 
[temporarily to] help out in a situation 
and it turned into seven months. I’m not 
a landlord and got no rent agreement 
on paper. Very conflicting life styles and 
values on sustainability, so [it] drained 
me financially and [I’m] still trying to 
make up for some loss. Lost my car in 
summer and now driving my truck, 
which I use for paying jobs and not 
errands. Health is excellent and I love 

staying home. As everyone else is going 
crackers over isolation, I was starved for 
isolation. Quite fascinated with the world 
today. Witnessing existence in bewilder-
ment. These are my constant questions 
that will always go unanswered. Take a 
look anywhere in any direction and ask 
yourself: what would this look like if the 
human race never existed? I love writing 
just for the pleasure of it. Not interested 
in writing a book or publishing anything. 
Just a healing way to see things out and 
know one’s mind. I’m finding that my 

best, most creative thoughts are when 
waking up. If I’ve lost something that I’m 
looking for, I find that resting and taking 
a nap helps the memory. I try to keep in 
the slow lane of life. I’m fascinated with 
ancient societies such as the Kurds and 
American Indians. Women’s places in 
these societies are models to look at. A 
dream of mine is having only women 
vote in elections and not men. Man and 
woman have to be equal like the wings of 
a bird or else the bird can’t fly. Anyway, 
I could go on. Reliving old memories 

IN MEMORIAM 
1941 
William Henry Matchett 
June 21, 2021

1943  
Ellen Llewellyn Shoun  
September 5, 2021

1944  
William Young 
December 22, 2021

1945 
Cornell Dowlin 
August 22, 2021

Lilla Rowland Smithson 
October 28, 2021

1946  
Scarlett Allen Arth  
June 26, 2021

1947  
William G. Rhoads 
October 14, 2021

1949  
Joseph L. Carroll 
November 4, 2021

1950  
Barbara Acres Collins 
December 5, 2021

Edward “Ned” Richie 
December 10, 2021

1951  
Ruth Devine Draper 
November 27, 2021

1952  
Martha “Patty”  
Parke Gibian 
March 28, 2021

Norman Hedley Keiser  
October 26, 2020

Donald Savery  
October 15, 2021

1955  
Barbara “Bobbi” 
McDowell 
June 27, 2021

1958  
Peter Fuhrer  
October 8, 2021

Holly Allen Fuhrer 
November 9, 2021

Ellen Zook Moreland 
November 6, 2021

1960  
Mary Brown Glass 
October 15, 2020

1961  
Charles Holzer  
December 18, 2021

1962  
Patricia E. Plowman 
November 22, 2021

1963  
Lawrence “Larry” Holden 
May 26, 2021

1964  
Richard “Chip” Yerkes 
September 17, 2021

1965  
Charles Franklin  
August 31, 2019

1966  
Alice Whittelsey 
December 31, 2021

1967  
Malcolm “Skip” Smith 
August 14 ,2021

Donald Weightman 
October 13, 2021

1968  
Alexander Krutsky 
October 9, 2020

1970  
Richard Gosling 
September 16, 2021

1973  
Linda C. Frank  
October 24, 2021

1986  
Jennifer Fenander 
December 9, 2021

1992  
Theron Rogers  
December 11, 2021

1998  
Michael Cades  
July 6, 2021

 

BIRTHS
2002 
Ellie Andrews ’02  
and Tyler Engstrom:  
Raina Evans Engstrom - 
August 25, 2021

2005  
Holly Fredrickson ’05  
and Andrew Velazquez:  
Lucia Noelle -  
December 23, 2021

2008  
Alexandra MacColl 
Garfinkel ’08 and  
Robert Roche ’08:  
Hugo Alexander Roche - 
August 26, 2021

WEDDINGS
1987 
Sara Freedman ’87  
and Carol Nikolaus 
September 12, 2021

2008 
Wynne Lewis ’08 and 
Diego Chavez Ruiz 
June 19, 2021

2014 
Graham Giangiulio ’14 
and Kelsey Ortwein 
August 29, 2021 

Katie Schick ’14  
and Andrew Yoder  
September 17, 2021

MILESTONES
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mainly these days. My memories are 
happy ones and I had a good life. This fall 
I got working on a project for the Kartuli 
Ensemble of which I’m an alum. I filmed 
22 hours of video in Georgia in 1990 as we 
were representing North America there. 
Looking at my work took me back over 
30 years of the wildest time of my life. 
I had primitive equipment but made it 
work. That made me feel like the luckiest 
being alive and I’m content with that. I 
got to witness heaven’s back alley. What 
more is there? This was a request from 
Kartuli as they might put some of my 
work on Youtube for the world to see. 
After 15 to 20 years, I got a phone call 
from my best friend in the world as I’ve 
been looking for him and his ancestors. 
Talk about soaring spirits; I was flying 
that day. I love to cook and stick with my 
mid-eastern Mediterranean diet. One 
won’t see a microwave in my kitchen. 
My dream is having a wood fired oven off 
of the kitchen in a renovated room and 
have been studying all kinds of uses for 
it. Over time, I’ve been experimenting 
with smoking. Not with hickory but grape 
leaves and vines. Making a marinade that 
is also smoked with the same plant. This 
is called fun. Latest craze is fixing up 
one of my bicycles as I wish to ride again. 
I spend a lot of time wondering about 
ancestors and what gifts they gave me 
growing up. My most valuable education 
was at a kitchen table with storytelling. 
Each story is a flower and the teller is 
the root. When we leave, what is left is a 
bouquet of history, humor, and learned 
experiences. Without stories what is the 
point of living? Yes, I’m still crazy about 
Khachaturian and Lezghinka music. 
But also finding out, I ain’t the only one. 
Youtube opened another world to me 
and finally not alone in my quests in life. 
These creations are where one finds 
beauty in folks. Beautiful music and art 
must come from a beautiful mind and 
society. This world today is amazingly 
beautiful and we are wasting our time 
destroying it. I love to write. It is a gift and 
I’m having fun with it. The writing tool 
of the question is where one can change 
the game. Statements can be denied but 
questions have to be answered. They 

are inclusive and draw in the other side. 
Well, time to exit stage left. Plant ya now 
and dig ya later. If I miss ya in the future, 
I’ll see ya in the pasture. I’ll just be out 
horsin’ around.”

Ev Paull ’66 writes, “I’ve finished my 
book, Stop the Road, Baltimore’s Epic 
40-year Battle Over Interstate Highways. 
I’m currently in discussion with publish-
ers who want to see evidence of a follow-
ing. Favor please: could classmates go to 
www.stop-the-road.com and sign up for 
updates and/or follow the Facebook page? 
Many thanks! [In] summary, The Road 
Wars started with a magnificent irony: 
Baltimore’s business and economic devel-
opment interests lined up behind high-
ways that, had they been built, would have 
led Baltimore to an economic catastro-
phe. Baltimore’s waterfront communities 
(Federal Hill, Harbor East, Fells Point, 
and Canton) were saved by the actions 
of those operating outside the political 
and economic establishment. It is filled 
with unlikely heroes, ordinary people 
who challenged the established order and 
won an astonishing victory. The impact 
of one of the highways that was built, 
now dubbed the “Highway to Nowhere,” 
tells quite a different story. That story, 
repeated in the African American 
communities of Sharp-Leadenhall and 
Rosemont, is rooted in racial inequities 
that are deeply embedded in Baltimore’s 
history. The book exposes these issues in 
unflinching detail, with a result that the 
Baltimore highway story can take its place 
in this country’s much needed reckoning 
over race.”

Paige Russell ’66 writes, “In 
November, I moved from my little house 
in the woods in Ferrisburgh, Vermont, 
where I’d lived for 32 years, to a lovely big 
apartment in Vergennes....just 4 miles 
away. It was a proactive move: too many 
stairs in my house, and I was really ready 
to live in a community. Love the apart-
ment (which has more square footage 
than my house!) and love the in-town 
location. New address: 58 North Street, 
Vergennes, VT 05491. I am well; hope all 
of you are, also!”

1967 Maria Hosmer- 
Briggs ’67 writes, 

“I guess we’re all doing ok. COVID hit 
the family over the Christmas visit in 
Asheville. Nobody got very sick, and not 
all of us got positive tests (all vaxxed and 
boosted, except three- and five-year olds, 
and the fiver had just gotten hers when 
the first positives came in, two days after 
the probable exposure). My January knee 
replacement was deferred because of the 
positive PCR, though. So I’ll ski instead, if 
we get any decent snow and teach myself 
to play my new anglo. Oh yeah, there was 
the broken forearm in March, too. Too 
much orthopedic news. The grand family 
is entirely too wonderful, but they’re 
soooo far away! Aren’t we coming up for 
another reunion? Re-zoom-yun?”

Malcom “Skip” Smith ’67, age 73, 
passed away in August 2021 in Jericho, 
Vermont, following a difficult battle with 
pancreatic cancer. Skip was very involved 
in his community as well as becoming 
a very talented woodcrafter. Skip and 
Marcia wrote the story of their life in 
Vermont with their three sons and grand-
children on the website Caringbridges.
org. Skip is survived by his sisters Linda 
Stone ’68 of Lakewood Ranch, Florida, 
and Karen Smith of South Deerfield, 
Massachusetts.

Henry Stoll ’67 writes, “I retired in 
2016 after a long career in physician 
assistant education at the University 
of Washington. My wife and I live in 
Tacoma, Washington, near our adult son 
and his wife. COVID has put a stop to 
travel and people-to-people interaction 
for us for the past two years. But I am 
grateful to live in a beautiful place where 
I can look out at Puget Sound, and the 
solution to any form of boredom is simply 
to step outside.”

Donald S. Weightman ’67 died after a 
long illness. His sisters Pat Weightman 
Macpherson ’69 and Judy Weightman 
and his children, Leah, and David 
Weightman, survive him. 

Patti White ’67 writes, “Still living and 
working in Annapolis, Maryland, as a 
documentary filmmaker and the director 
of the Annapolis Film Festival. Geoff and 
I are thrilled to have our two-year-old 
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grandson, Teddy, but dealing with the 
fact that he lives in Los Angeles. Our sons, 
Tim ( marrying Lacey Young in May) and 
Trevor (married to Derby White ) are 
coming off a big career boost as they pro-
duced and developed the newly released 
Warner Bros. feature film, King Richard, 
starring Will Smith.”

1968 
Alexander Krutsky ’68 
died after a long illness. 
His wife, Maggie McNally, 
and his older brothers, 
Ned and Jon Krutsky, survive him. 

1969 Lisa Hendricks 
Ogletree ’69 was 

recently named Clerk of the Board  
of Trustees of the Arch Street Meeting 
House Preservation Trust. The Trust 
preserves, operates, and interprets  
the property which was given to Quakers 
by William Penn. Arch Street Meeting 
House, one block from Independence 
Mall in Philadelphia, welcomes visitors 
from around the world and Philadelphia 
school students who learn about  
the impact and continued relevance  
of Quakers and Quaker history.  More 
information at historicasmh.org. 

Lucia Whittelsey ’69 writes, “My  
son died in October, and my sister  
Alice Whittelsey ’66 died at the end  
of December of Parkinson’s. 2021 was 
the hardest year I’ve ever done. Looking 
forward to some positives, including 
the possibility of accompanying Holly 
Whiteside to the reunion in May.  
We’ll see.”

1970 David Stabler ’70 
writes, “After my dear 

wife, Judi, died in March, I decided to go 
ahead with a cross-country road trip we 
had long planned together. Seven weeks 
and 9,000 miles brought surprises, 
delights, and melancholies, both urban 
and rural. I left Portland in September 
and drove into the Rockies to Banff, then 
across the Canadian prairies to Maine for 
a week of biking with Portland friends. 
Martin Stabler ’68 joined me in Halifax 
for a delightful Canadian Thanksgiving 
with never-met cousins in Chester, Nova 
Scotia, and three days on gorgeous Cape 
Breton Island. In Montreal, we toured 
our mother’s childhood home and sat 
awed while the Renaissance music of 
Thomas Tallis washed over us in the 
city’s Museum of Fine Arts. In Stratford, 
Ontario, we visited our parents’ grave 
and I spent an afternoon with my college 
piano professor, who is 95. I had a trip 
of a lifetime, but through a different 
lens without Judi. I’m still startled and 
lurching and protesting, but the trip felt 
like an acknowledgement that my life 
is different, now. New light shines over 
everything. Love to all.”

Karen Young ’70 writes “My father, 
William Young ’44, died December 22, 
2021. He was a member of Westtown 
Monthly Meeting from his first breath 
’til his last. His father, Wilmer J. Young, 
[Class of] 1907, was Dean of Boys when 
my father was born, and Dad spent his 
first 10 years as a busy, happy, faculty 
brat. He had many wonderful stories to 
tell of explorations through the innards 
of the buildings, the sled track down to 
the Lake, and various escapades, includ-
ing bringing a dairy cow up to the Boys 
End Tower. Dad attended Westtown for 
high school and graduated in 1944, a dif-
ficult year to be a healthy young man in 
this country, even if he was a birthright 
Friend. He spent years in CPS camps, and 
later, a year in Danbury federal prison as 
a non-registrant; quite a record of consci-
entious objection. In 1957 he graduated 
from Swarthmore College, took a job with 
the United States Bureau of Reclamation 
working in Wyoming on hydropower 
projects, switching in the 1980s into 

wind power. Bill Young worked in public 
service his whole life and championed 
many social and environmental causes. 
In his mid-80s he retired and moved to 
Moscow, Idaho, so that his daughter, 
Karen, could ‘care for him in his dotage.’ 
We had fifteen years to enjoy each other’s 
company until he slipped away the night 
of his eldest great granddaughter’s eighth 
birthday party.”

1971 Eliza Allison ’71 writes, 
“After thirty-six years, 

I sold my home in Wiscasset, Maine, 
in October. Jay and I are wintering in 
Florida. We are volunteers in the Ocala 
National Forest, where we trade labor 
for a free full hookup RV site. This is our 
fifth season doing this. In the spring we 
return to work on building a new house 
on my family’s property in Phippsburg, 
Maine. Life is good in the forest. We are 
enjoying our retirement.”

Barbara White Griest ’71 writes,  
“I am semi-retired and spend winters  
in Florida now to escape the Philly cold.  
I have four grandchildren — two boys 
and two girls who are amazing! My  
son, Jeffrey ’05, is engaged and get-
ting married in September in the 

Anna Krieger, daughter of Alice Whittelsey; Alice 
Whittelsey ’66; and the twins.

Dave, left, and Martin Stabler, right, refreshed their 
Canadian roots while hiking on Cape Breton Island, 
Nova Scotia, October, 2021.

Barbara White Griest ’71 with grandchildren.
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Pennsylvania Mountains where we have 
a family home. Looking forward to seeing 
many of my classmates in May. I keep in 
close contact with Deb Taft ’71 and Dana 
Strode ’71 and many in other classes. 
The Westtown bond is a unique one and 
I will always have fond memories of the 
years I spent there!”

1972 Liz Sumner ’72 writes, 
“My husband, Michael, 

and I are happy and healthy (so far) here 
in Pergola, a small town in Le Marche, 
Italy. After being locked down in our 
800-year-old apartment we got a little 
cabin fever and decided to buy a small, 
ruined oliveto and vigneto to have a 
place in the country to play. We managed 
to harvest enough olives for our own 
oil. The vineyard will take a lot more 
work. In 2018 I started a podcast called 
I Always Wanted To where I interview 
people who are doing things that others 
long to do. While I’d love to get to Alumni 
Day it’s looking unlikely that I’ll make it 
there in person. Love to all. Hope to see 
you virtually or here in Italy.”

1973 David Dolinger ’73 
writes, “I have now 

landed back in the Boston area after 10 
years of living and working overseas. We 
are starting to contemplate retirement 
but there is still a lot of work to do in 
healthcare and diagnostics especially 
with those that are marginalized, so I 
currently don’t see a reason to retire. 
Hopefully we will make it to Chile to see 
our son this spring and then to South 
Korea as my memories will be published 
this May concerning my participation in 
and witnessing of the Gwangju Uprising 
while a Peace Corps volunteer in South 
Korea. If you are in the Boston area 
please feel free to give us a shout as we 
have plenty of room now that we are 
empty nesters.”

Christopher Fowler ’73 writes, “July 
1, 2021 would have been my father, Earl 
Fowler’s (FF), 100th birthday. For obvious 
reasons, a large celebration was unwise. 
Instead my wife and I had dinner at a 
Bavarian-style German restaurant in 
nearby Hagerstown, Maryland, that Dad 

would have loved, given his long associ-
ation with Germany, having done relief 
work there through AFSC after World 
War II, and the friends he’d made, many 
of whom he kept for the rest of his life.”

Deborah Fawcett Hadden ’73 writes, 
“I am still teaching horseback riding. I 
also am oil painting.”

Bruce Haines ’73 writes, “I think 
most of my classmates know from my 
Facebook post at the time, but I am sad 
to report that the 48-year love of my life, 
Prudence, died in late October 2021. It 
was the end of her two-and-a-half year 
battle with cancer, which did provide 
many happy days as well as challenges. 
We met and fell in love on Earlham’s 
freshman wilderness preterm so most 
of you have met her at one reunion or 
another. Besides grieving, I’m now at the 
start of inventing a new life for myself 
and am very open to catching up with 
classmates as a way opens.”

Carl Thiermann ’73 writes, “I retired 
this year after 44 consecutive years 
working in K-12 independent schools, 
serving as the Upper School Head at 
the Head-Royce School in Oakland, 
California for the past two decades. I 
loved my Westtown classes taught by 
Agnes Hay, Hugh Cronister, and Tom 
Woodward — among others. I have faith 
that Westtown will keep inspiring future 
teachers!”

1974 Patricia Stabler ’74 
writes, “Hannah Cope 

Richter ’74, Jeanne Gibson ’74, Sandy 
Leavitt Geeslin ’74, Eve Hiatt ’74, and I 
met for a mini reunion in October. Eve’s 
husband Doug Darling and his family 
own two cottages on lovely Tucker Pond 
in the shadow of Mount Kearsarge, 
Salisbury, New Hampshire. The cottages 
are right on the pond, providing spec-
tacular views of the lovely water and 
brilliant fall foliage. Despite some very 
cold, windy weather, we had a wonder-
ful time together. A trip to Contoocook 
Cider Company, Muster Field Farm, a 
fascinating walk through a bog, and other 
local hikes were some of the activities 
we enjoyed. And there was much eating 
of excellent food and of course lots of 
conversation. Thanks to Eve and Doug for 
hosting the gathering!”

1975 Isaac Thorp ’75 writes, 
“After working with 

another firm for many years, I opened my 
own law firm about 10 years ago and am 
having a great time representing people 
with serious injuries against insurance 
companies. I’ve been handling a lot of 
traumatic brain injury [TBI] clients lately. 
TBI can be devastating, and especially 
difficult for the person suffering with it 
because some of the impairments can 
be subtle, some more obvious. I’ve been 
staying sane through the pandemic 
doing a lot of Zumba with some hard-
core kindred spirits. We danced outside 
all through last winter and this fall. We 
recently found a large space with high 
ceilings to allow lots of room, but with 
Omicron, that too is on hold. To weather 
the current surge, I’ve discovered some 
virtual reality fitness routines (with 
the help of our 15 year old grandson!). 
Hopefully, we can all gather again in per-
son soon! Love to all.”

1976 Jim Burger ’76 had 
a great time getting 

together with fellow Class of 76ers Stuart 
Brown and Anne Hanson on a recent trip 
to Boston.

Kimberly Keck ’76 writes, “I’m start-
ing my fourth year in Alaska as grandma 

Sandy Leavitt Geeslin ’74, Hannah Cope Richter ’74 
reclining, Jeanne Gibson ’74, Eve Hiatt ’74, Pat 
Stabler ’74

Isaac Thorp ’75 ad his die-hard Zumbaholic buddies 
making the best of hard times!
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in residence with my two grandsons. Tim 
and I bought a great place for all of us to 
live. Our home is on the Kenai Peninsula, 
we have a guest room, and would wel-
come visitors.”

Shondra Rosalie Lindsay ’76 writes, 
“Greetings from Denver, Colorado! I love 
the drier climate out west, but our family 
needed to have an overdue gathering on 
the east coast, with my mother, Joanna 
Bucknell Sadler ’48. We have missed a 
couple of weddings during the pandemic, 
so one of our couples, eldest daughter, 
Rose Chrystal and her new husband 
re-enacted their vows with us in August 
when 91 year old Joanna could attend. It 
was historic, in that all of her grandchil-
dren and great grandchildren attended, 
the first time ever all in one place! We 
came in from Pennsylvania, Colorado, 
Florida, and Maine! Mom still lives at 
Masonic Village in Elizabethtown. I get 
back east about once a year at this point. I 
have managed to stay healthy for the last 
two years and enjoy my work teaching 
and doing session work with clients in 
higher level spiritual self-care. Wishing 
you all good health and happy days!”

1978 Chip Blake ’78 retired 
from Orion Magazine 

after serving as its editor for 25 years. He 

now works as a freelance editor, writer, 
writing teacher, and publishing consul-
tant. A short book he authored, The Birds 
of Berkshire County, will be published 
later this year. He can be reached at P.O. 
Box 1107, Great Barrington, MA 01230 or 
chipblake@gmail.com.

Lori Marsden ’78 writes, “On October 
10, 2021 I got together with two other 
Westonians, Michele Schonthal ’79 and 
Mindel Goldstein ’78 along with other 
friends to celebrate the life of Hanna 
Schonthal ’78 at the Arnold Arboretum 
in Cambridge, Massachusetts. She died 
on December 2, 2020, [from a] rare form 
of cancer. It was a festive time filled with 
our love for her and our memories of fun 
times with her.”  

1979 Don Wildman ’79 
is now a member of 

Croton Valley Friends Meeting in Mount 
Kisco, New York in Westchester County. 
It really is the loveliest building and all 
are welcome every Sunday, should travels 
bring you near.

1980 Luis Castillo ’80 writes, 
“I have officially retired! 

After 38 years in corporate America, 
providing software solutions for our 
Healthcare industry, it’s time to have 
some real fun. Wendi and I will be doing 
the ‘Snow Bird’ thing in South Florida 
trying to avoid the northeast winters. We 
will be close to our two kids enjoying the 
sun. Peace out!”

Through Westtown School’s 
membership in the Friends 
Collaborative, friends of Westtown 
have the opportunity to be a part 
of the Educational Improvement 
Tax Credit (EITC) Program and 
receive tax credits for supporting 
need-based scholarships for 
Westtown students. 
 
Individuals and businesses in 
Pennsylvania can participate in the 
Friends Collaborative by making 
a minimum contribution of $3,000 
per year for two consecutive years to support tuition assistance at 
Westtown School and other Pennsylvania Friends schools. In turn, 
participants receive a PA state tax credit for up to 90% of their 
contribution amount.
 
Current parents Gary and Eryn Holloway did just that. Gary says, 
“My wife and I were so happy to find a way to participate in the EITC 
program. The Friends Collaborative gave us this ability to designate 
our funds to Westtown School and we were able to receive a 90% 
tax credit on our PA income tax. This program is truly a win for 
everyone!”
 
Last year, Westtown received over $400,000 in gifts through the 
EITC program for scholarships supporting our community. Many 
thanks to the Holloways and all the other EITC donors for making a 
Westtown education more affordable for our families!

Eryn and Gary Holloway turned their 
Pennsylvania tax dollars into scholarships 

for Westtown students!

Stuart Brown ’76, Anne Hanson ’76, Jim Burger ’76

Back Row: My children: Thea, with her husband, 
Aaron, my boys: Sonny and Daniel (w/gf), Rose 
and husband Ganesh, Joanna in blue, and I’m right 
behind her, writes Shondra Rosalie Lindsay ’76
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Meg Greene ’80 writes, “A high point 
of my fall was participating in the Ernie 
Schoch love fest in September! I had the 
chance to catch up briefly with many 
beloved former teachers, as well as 
classmates Kent Julye ’80 and Karabi 
Acharya ’82, among others. It was a 
radiant day.”

1982 Ally Dalsimer ’82 
writes, “Greetings 

from the campaign trail! Classmate Jill 
Battino ’88 and I had a great joint Zoom 
meeting with fellow Westtown alums a 
few days before Christmas. We shared 
information and took questions about our 
respective campaigns with Molly Cornell, 

Carolyn Emerson, Rebecca Zug, Bryan 
Yeh, SaraSue Pennell, Francis Miller, 
Kate McLean, and others! Hopefully I’ll 
get the link out securely sometime soon. 
In the meantime, please stay safe and 
healthy, and I look forward to seeing folks 
in May!”

Sterling Graburn ’82 writes, “’May 
you live in interesting times!’ Yeah, it’s 
been that! Kim and I bought a new farm 
in December 2020. The day of closing, 
Kim tested positive for COVID, and three 
days later, so did I! While Kim was flat out 
in bed, I was flat out getting the farm set 
up to move our herd from the old farm 
and my old training base. Good times. 
She recovered and I never did get ’sick’ 
only losing my sense of taste. We are still 
outside Lexington, Kentucky. Herd is too 
big to count, and we adopted three grey-
hounds, and two feral cats to add to our 
equine, canine, feline, and avian family!”

1986 Wayt Gibbs ’86 writes, 
“My latest book, 

Autism by the Numbers: 
Explaining Its Apparent 
Rise, was published in 
December by the Simons 
Foundation. The small 
volume, which is avail-
able to read free online 
at https://bit.ly/33gsFLA, 
dives into the many reasons that autism 
diagnoses among children have soared 
over the past 25 years. I’m now writing a 

new book on climate change to be pub-
lished in 2023, and editing a collection 
of fictional short stories to help readers 
imagine a climate future we actually want 
to live in.”

Mayland Reilly ’86 writes, “In July 
2020 we moved from Germany to 
Augusta, Georgia, and were delighted  
to find we are living only a few miles  
 from Margaret Baker Strickland ’87. 
Since then I started working at the 
Medical College of Georgia and am 
pursuing my EdD. We are excited that 
another generation will be graduating 
from Westtown in 2022 — MJ Reilly ’22. 
If anyone finds themselves in Augusta, 
particularly near the time of the Master’s, 
we have a guest room.”

1987 Jessamyn Bilton 
Abel ’87 writes, “Hello 

friends! I am still living in Baltimore, 
about to move to the east side on the 
water and we are enjoying boating. I 
am working as a commercial interior 
designer and love the current hybrid 
work situation with fellow co-kitty 
worker Willow! Looking forward to 
watching my daughter, Eva, play lacrosse 
in her senior season at Hamilton 
College; after that she starts studying 
for the MCATs. My son, Jordan, finished 
thru-hiking the Appalachian Trail in 
October and having been bitten by the 
travel bug, set off for Thailand, just 
squeaking in before they banned travel 
visas [where he] is currently exploring 
sites before going to Physical Therapy 
school. Hubby is working hard as an M&A 
attorney for Baker Donelson law firm. 
Will share a new address when we move, 
come visit and take a boat ride with us!”

Nathaniel Cabot ’87 writes, “[I] quali- 
fied in 2018, and completed the 125th 
Boston Marathon, October 10, 2021, in 
3:36. My first Boston; it has been a life-
long goal. Hope my Westtown friends  
are healthy and thriving in these uncer-
tain times.”

Elizabeth Sagehorn ’87 writes, “I 
was honored and thrilled to attend the 
beautiful wedding of my friend and 
classmate Sara Freedman ’87 to Carol 
Nikolaus in Madison, Wisconsin, this 

Don Wildman ’79 shares a snapshot of the the 
Croton Valley Friends Meeting House.

Luis Castillo ‘80 taking it easy in South Florida

From left to right: Meg Greene ’80, Ernie Schoch 
(timeless), Karabi Acharya ’82, and Keya Acharya ’16

Ally Dalsimer ’82 and Gillian Battino ’88

From left to right: Zeke, Kim Moore, Crikey, Nosey, 
Sterling D.B. Graburn ’82, and PJ
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September. The theme of the weekend 
was ’love wins,’ and in this case it defi-
nitely has. Sara is off on her honeymoon 
in Montana, and asked me to submit this 
photo to The Westonian.”

1988 Amy Chandler ’88 
writes, “Hello from 

Scappoose, Oregon! Life continues 
to move forward here. I still work for 
Multnomah County but made a move 
from the Behavioral Health Division to the 
Juvenile Services Division. [I] enjoy my 
work as a Juvenile Court Improvement 
Coordinator working on system level pol-
icy to ensure equitable access to services 
across our children’s system of care, espe-
cially for those youth involved in child 
welfare and/or the justice system. Our 
home nest is getting close to being empty 
— our oldest is a junior at Oregon State 
University this year and our youngest is 
a senior in high school. Always looking 
to connect with anyone in the beautiful 
Pacific Northwest!”

Andrew Macomber ’88 writes, 
“[I am an] AP Government and AP 
Macroeconomics teacher in McAllen, 
Texas.”

1989 After catching up over 
Zoom for the last 18 

months, Chris Wilkes ’89, Nate Robb 
’89, Randy Lewis ’89, and Nathan Derr 
’89 decided it was time to get together 
in person at Nathan’s home outside of 
Baltimore. [They] had a great time catch-
ing up and hope all [their] fellow mem-
bers from the class of 1989 are doing well, 
staying safe and enjoying life!

1990 Amber Rickert ’90 
writes, “Well 2021 was a 

big year of change for me. I sold my house 
in Los Angeles, quit my job, and moved to 
Washington County, Vermont. Life in this 
state is well worth all of the work it took 
to get here. I live much closer to the earth 
and food sources, and am grateful to have 
found so many like-minded folks here. 
Come visit if you want a week away from 
the hustle and bustle. This place is full of 
nature and magic!”

1991 Julia Fleischner ’91 
writes, “I had a fun 

catch up with Shayne Mackey ’91 over 
the holidays when I attended an Open 
House at her beautiful new home in 
Pottstown. We hadn’t seen each other 
since Clark Fennimore’s ’91 wedding 
a few years ago! It is quiet in our house 
now, as both our daughters are back 
at school. Our oldest, Margaret, plays 
squash at St. Lawrence University, 
my alma mater. Caroline is a junior at 
St. Paul’s School, which my husband 
attended. I ran into Cove Johnstone ’91 
in September on Martha’s Vineyard. She 
and her family have a house in the next 
town over from us. It’s always great seeing 
Westtown friends!”

1992 Samantha Lerman 
Bernstein ’92 writes, 

“Happy to share that I finished my PhD 
in Nursing at Medical University of South 
Carolina and am now teaching obstetric 
nursing in the ABSN and direct-entry 
Masters programs at the MGH Institute 
of Health Professions. I also spend some 
time doing obstetric patient safety 
research, which is critical as the rates of 
maternal morbidity and mortality have 
doubled in the last generation.”

Elisabeth Fahrni Mansur ’92 lives 
with her husband Rubaiyat Mansur and 
their two children (Amaya 8, Dylan 11) in 
Khulna, Bangladesh, where she man-
ages the Marine Conservation Program 
for the Wildlife Conservation Society 
(WCS). The Bangladesh Government 
recently awarded them as ‘Young Bangla 
Pathfinder 50’ in recognition of their con-
tributions to wildlife conservation. Just 
a few days later, Bangladesh declared its 
third marine protected area for balancing 
the protection of threatened dolphins, 
whales, sharks, rays, and marine turtles 
with sustainable fisheries, based on the 
research, educational outreach, and 
policy efforts lead by Elisabeth, who is 
also the Co-Chair for the Indian Ocean 
Region of the IUCN Shark Specialist 
Group, was also key in improving the 
protection for threatened sharks and rays 
under the Bangladesh Wildlife Act. In 
2019, the family spent 15 months living 

Jordan Abel atop Mt. Katahdin in Maine at the 
northern end of the Appalachian Trail

Elizabeth Sagehorn ’87, Sara Freedman ’87, Carol 
Nikolaus, Suz Head Friedly ’86

Nathaniel Cabot ’87 at the Boston Marathon

Nathan Robb ’89, Chris Wilkes ’89, Randy Lewis ’89, 
and Nathan Derr ’89
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on a refurbished barge in the Sundarbans 
mangrove forest, where they photo-doc-
umented the amazing wildlife in peril 
from increasing human pressures.

1993 Brian Miller ’93 writes, 
“[I live] in Glen Mills, PA 

and [am] interested in reconnecting with 
classmates and fellow alums. I continue 
to work for a Fintech business based 
in Radnor, where we develop Banking 
as-a-Service (BaaS) financial products 
and mobile apps like T-Mobile MONEY. 
It’s a great time to work in this industry, 
and I’d highly encourage all Westtown 
students to pursue a rewarding career 
in FinTech. Technically, I got my start at 
Westtown, as the first time I regularly 
accessed the Internet was at a shared 
console in the student library in 1991. 
Hard to imagine — that’s now over 30 
years ago.”

1995 Benjamin Thornber ’95 
writes, “Hello, every-

one! After much prayerful reflection, I 
decided to leave the clergy in 2015. I now 
work at a public library circulation desk. 
It’s a much better fit for a bookworm like 
myself. Hope all’s well with you, too.”

1997 Caroline Adams 
Saenger ’97 and 

Christopher Saenger ’97 write, “We’ll be 
headed to Westtown in May for Alumni 
Day and to visit our 11th grade daughter, 
Bea. Looking forward to seeing you guys 
at our 25th!”

2000 Sarah Bourne  
Rafferty ’00 writes, “In 

August 2020 I left my 15-year teaching 
career to pursue my art career full time. 
In 2021 I ran my first full year of Atwater 
Designs with smashing success. I use 
the Cyanotype process for most of my 
work, which is the oldest photographic 
process. I credit Tim Loose and all of my 
beloved Westtown art teachers with the 
spark that lit my fire for photography and 
exploring the world through creativity. 
I work out of my studio on the 3rd floor 
of our home in West Chester Borough, 
Pennsylvania, where my husband, John, 

and I reside with our pup and cat. It has 
been a dream come true. Check out my 
website: www.atwaterdesigns.com and 
Instagram. Love to all my Westtown 
friends and especially to the class of 
2000!”

2002 Ellie Andrews ’02 
writes, “Lots of big 

changes in 2020-21. I finally finished my 
PhD at Cornell and Zoom-taught there 
for a year. This summer, my husband, 
Tyler, and I moved so that he could 
start as a professor at the University 
of Northern Colorado. Before heading 
west, I visited a bunch of old Westtown 
friends, from Pennsylvania to Maine. In 
August, Tyler and I had a long-awaited 
baby girl, Raina Evans Engstrom (8-25-
21), made out of New York apples and a 
few Colorado peaches. Looking forward 
to lots of new adventures—come visit!”

Christopher Nicholson ’02 writes, 
“Managing the pandemic by creating 
adventure on our family homestead rais-
ing goats, pigs, turkeys, chickens, dogs, 
cats, bees and a lizard. We are under-
taking a large home remodel to improve 
energy efficiency and open up space for 
guests — come visit! Iris (8) and Leo and 
Ezra (5) will be your entertainment. Hope 
to see you all this May!”

Nick Thomas ’02 writes, “Having 
completed my first acting job, where 
I co-starred in the 
Amazon Queen filmed 
on location in Brazil in 
2019, I am now headed 
out for my second film 
which I will be both 
acting in and helping 
to produce, titled The 
Egypt Affair and shot fully on location in 
Luxor, Egypt this February-March!”

2005 Holly Fredrickson ’05 
writes, “My husband 

Andrew and I welcomed our 3rd daugh-
ter, Lucia Noelle, right before Christmas 
on December 23, 2021. Everyone is 
adjusting well and so thrilled to have 
little Lucy join our family!”

Elisabeth Fahrni Mansur ’92 with Rubaiyat Mansur 
and their daughter Amaya (8) and son Dylan (11) in 
Khulna, Bangladesh.

Sarah Bourne Rafferty ’00 sitting among her 
botanical Cyanotypes.

From left to right: Andrew Velazquez, Rosalie 
Velazquez, Holly Fredrickson (’05), Lucia Velazquez, 
Virginia Velazquez

From left to right: Diane Palm Borden ’90, Nagela 
Ampudia ’08, and Gabriele Betancourt ’06.
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2006 Gabriele Betancourt 
’06 writes, “On a cool 

evening in July, Nagela Ampudia ’08 
and I reunited—for the first time since 
2006!—in a small ’pilgrim’s hostel’ 
in Saint-Jean-Pied-de-Port, France. I 
was joining her for the beginning of a 
walking journey along the Camino de 
Santiago, an ancient network of pil-
grimage paths leading to Santiago de 
Compostela, Spain. We were catching 
up over a homemade vegetarian dinner 
at the hostel when the fellow pilgrim 
seated next to us mentioned that she also 
attended a small Quaker boarding school 

in Pennsylvania. She turned out to be 
Diane Palm Borden, Westtown Class of 
1990! The three of us were Camino bud-
dies for the next several days, eating and 
sleeping at many of the same pilgrim’s 
hostels. We took this photo together in 
Pamplona, Spain, where I left the two 
of them to head back home to Toulouse, 
France. Nagela and Diane walked all the 
way to Santiago de Compostela—almost 
480 miles!”

2007 Carrie Asselin ’07 and 
Daniel Powell pur-

chased their first home in Bath, Maine, 
at the end of 2021. Daniel continues to 
teach and work in the neuroscience 
department at nearby Bowdoin College, 
while Carrie is a farm manager and 
educator at Growing to Give, an organic 
non-profit food bank farm in Brunswick. 
Living along the Kennebec River and 
spitting distance to Popham beach, Reid 
State Park, and the Androscoggin River, 
there are birding, biking, and beach-
ing opportunities abound. There is a 
guest suite attached to their house and 
they welcome any Westonian traveling 
through Maine to come and stay at their 
200-year old home in the City of Ships!

2008 Alexandra MacColl 
Garfinkel ’08 and 

Robert Roche ’08 welcomed their first 
child into the world on August 26, 2021. 
Hugo Alexander Roche was born at  
home, healthy and whole, surrounded  

by loved ones. The family continues to  
do well and is excited for Hugo’s first visit 
to Westtown!

Wynne Lewis ’08 and partner Diego 
Chavez Ruiz tied the knot on June 19, 
2021 in Højerup, Denmark after many 
plan changes. Due to travel restrictions 
only close family were in attendance, 
though dear fellow alum friends joined  
in spirit.

2014 Graham Giangiulio ’14 
married his college 

sweetheart Kelsey Ortwein on August 
29, 2021 in Purcellville, Virginia. Many 
Westtown graduates were in attendance. 
Graham and Kelsey have since bought 
a house in West Chester, Pennsylvania. 
Graham is now entering his fourth season 
as an assistant coach for the Westtown 
Varsity Baseball team.

Katie Schick ’14 got married in 
Lancaster, Pennsylvania, on September 
17, 2021 with some Westtown friends 
present!

Pictured from left to right: Max Lewis ’06, Karen 
Watkins, Diego Chavez Ruiz, Wynne Lewis ’08, and 
Paul Lewis ’73

From left to right: Kyle Juan Carlos Colburn ’14, Billy Haviland ’14, Trent Schindler ’14, Jared Marshall ’14, 
Chris Bream ’15, Graham Giangiulio ’14, Kelsey Ortwein, Max Pinsky ’14, Jake McGill ’14, Luke Frankel ’14, 
Jeremy Graf Evans ’14, Kurt Kebaugh. (All were classmates at Westtown besides Kelsey and Kurt. Kurt is a 
current faculty member and head varsity baseball coach.)

L: Robert Roche ’08; R: Alexandra MacColl Garfinkel 
’08 with baby Hugo

 Katira Dobbins ’14, Mary Melso ’14, Lindy Disman 
’14, Karis Jackson ’14, Steph Schick ’14, and James 
Culcasi ’14
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From the Archives

Everyone who is part of Westtown’s past—
distant or recent—has a story, and those stories 
can often be found in the Archives. HENRY 
FITZPATRICK emigrated from Ireland in 1849 
and settled near other families from Ireland who 
were working for Westtown. He was employed 
by the school as an apprentice shoemaker with 
James Roney, both working in the basement 
of what is now Guerster House. In 1855, Henry 
married Bridget Doyle, daughter of Westtown’s 
night watchman, Philip Doyle. The couple 
moved to Illinois for ten or so years but had 
returned by 1872 when Henry became 
the school’s shoemaker. His son Johnny 
learned the trade alongside Henry, 
and Johnny continued as shoemaker 
for the school after Henry’s death in 
1902.  A cobbler’s bench used by the 
Fitzpatricks is in the Archives.



Wes�own Fund
2021-2022

Your investment in our students, faculty, program, 
and facilities helps us fulfill our critical mission to 
educate students who will be stewards and leaders 
of a better world.

Gifts to the Westtown Fund provide flexible 
support each year to every aspect of the 
Westtown experience including academic 
programming, athletics, financial aid, campus 
care, professional development, and technology. 

www.westtown.edu/wfdonate

We invite you to designate your gift to support 
an area that most inspires you:
• Arts
• Athletics
• Building an Anti-Bias, Anti-Racist Community
• Campus Care
• Faculty Support
• Financial Aid
• Full Access
• Technology
• Area of Greatest Need

Thank you for considering a gift – 
an investment in a Westtown education!

For more information, please contact
Courtnay Tyus, Director of Annual Giving, at
courtnay.tyus@westtown.edu or 610.399.7922
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We can’t wait to see you back on campus 
for Alums Weekend 2022!

SAVE THE DATE

Alums Weekend
May 13-15, 2022
Alums  
Weekend
May 13 - May 15
Register now!

Save the Date!

Spring Fest  
(rescheduled FallFest)
May 21, 2:30 to 5:00 p.m.
www.westtown.edu/springfest

June 20 - August 5
Register at www.westtown.edu/summer


